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SYNOPSIS: Inuk and the Sun by Henry Beissel
Inuk, an Inuit boy, sets off in the grips of the harsh winter with his father in search to
seek the life sustaining sun in order to save his family and village from starvation. Along the way
they are visited by the Spirits of the Caribou, the Moon and the Wind and Inuk's dog team and
father are slain by a polar bear. He continues his hero's quest alone and encounters more Arctic
animals and spirits which aid, scold, menace and admire him. A chorus of giggling seals
provides comic relief and friendship as Inuk journeys under the sea. After solving three riddles,
Inuk finds himself and falls in love with the Sun. Inuk wins the heart of the sun and triumphantly
returns home to his village and mother as a self-assured, kind and loving man.

ABSTRACT

PROJECT REPORT
Inuk and the Sun by Henry Beissel
Produced by
Alaska Theatre of Youth 2005 Summer Conservatory
at the
Alaska Center for the Performing Arts

Directed and Designed
by
Kari Glass
July 2005

This project entailed the selection, academic and visual graphic research and
documentation, sceneographic design and execution, casting, direction, movement choreography,
vocal coaching, and post-production analysis of Alaska Theatre of Youth 2005 Summer
Conservatory's production of Inuk and the Sun by playwright Henry Beissel. The documentation
includes research and analysis of the play, and an evaluation of this play as a production vehicle
for the department of Theatre Arts at Central Washington University. This project also includes
graphic research collages and renderings for scenery and costume designs.
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PART ONE:
PRELIMINARY
INFORMATION

MASTER'S THESIS PROJECT
PLA YSCRIPT APPROVAL FORM
SCRIPT TITLE: Inuk and the Sun
PLAYWRIGHT: Henry Beissel
NUMBER OF ACTS: I Act with 10 episodes

APPROXIMATE TOT AL PLAYING TME: 1 Hour plus.

CAST (fill in with the appropriate numbers)
MALE: 5 (INUK. FATHER. MOON. WlND, ICE}
FEMALE: 3 (MOTHER, DREAM. SEDNA.. SUN SPIRIT)
CHILDREN 23 {8-1 4 vr olds)
OVER 40: none
ROLES REQUIRING PEOPLE OF COLOR: NIA ROLES COULD DOUBLE: 7: DOGS/MUSK OX/SEALS
l: POLAR.BEAR/SHARK, I: FOX/SHARK #2, I: MOTAER/DREAM SPIRIT, 4: RA VEN PUPPET/SHADOW
PUPPETS, VILLAGERS ALL CAST
TOTAL NUMBER OF CAST: 23 TOTAL or less
OTHER CASTING CONCERNS:

ARTISTIC STAFF

(check those needed for this play or production idea)
ASSISTANT DIRECTOR: Susan Stratton MUSICAL COMPOSER: Yngvil Vatn Guttu MOVEMENT
CHOREOGRAPHER: Hedda Muenthe IMPROVISATION COACH: ATY staff Brian Hutton VOICE COACH:
Sibeth Hoff and Tineke Raak INUIT DANCE CHOREOGRAPHER: request for First Nation s Choreographer
COSTUME DESIGN: ATY studen ts & Kari Glass LIGHTING & SET DESIGN: Kari Glass & Susan Stratton
ORCHESTRA/BAND: Yngvil Vatn Guttu SHADOW PUPPET MASTER: Buzz Schwall . Susan Stratton, ACTING
COACH: Dick Reichman MASK DESIGN: ATY students and Kari Glass

TECHNICAL STAFF
STAGE MANAGER: ATY student & Susan Stratton ASSISTANT STAGE MANAGER: ATY students ATY
SOUND ENGINEER: Yngvil Vatn Guttu, COSTUME BUILD Parents. ATY staff, Susan Stratton, Kari Glass
MASTER ELECTRICIAN: ATY staff Rebecca Johnson LIGHT BOARD OPERA TOR: ATY student PROP
MISTRESS: ATY staff Tammy Sitar PROP BUILDER: Wally Brant TECHNICAL DIRECTOR: ATY staff Collin
Brown QUALIFIED FL YMAN: ATY staff Buzz Schwall MASTER CARPENTER: ATY staff Matt Smith SET
CARPENTERS: Wally Brant and ATY staff Nick Bringold MAKEUP: ATY staff: Collin Brown and Candace Bell

SCENERY /PROPS (check those needed for this play or your concept of the play)
UNIT SET? YES NO (CIRCLE ONE) NUMBER OF SETTINGS:
HISTORICAL PERIOD: Pre European Contact October 18, 1867 - February 18, 1868 GEOGRAPHICAL
LOCATION: Arctic Northwest Canada
BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF SET CONCERNS OR SPECIAL REQUIREMENTS:
•
Stark flat Arctic Winter Night, with Igloos-sunset (Prologue and Episodes 1-2)
•
Stark flat Arctic Winter Night but no igloos
o Windy without moon
o Northern Lights dance across the night sky
o Moon appears
•
Inuk falls down through an ice hole (end of Episode 6)
• Underwater
o Inuk falling to the bottom of the Sea attached by harpoon to a seal
o Sedna the Sea Goddess' underwater throne room (Episode 7)
o Dark and foreboding Sea Monster's Cave (Episode 8)
o Grandiose Shark-Guarded Entrance Gate of Great Iceberg Hall (Episode 9)
o Dazzling illuminated interior of the Ice Hall-frozen ice blocks trapping Sun and Father
•
Stark flat Arctic Winter Night, with Igloos-sunrise (Epilogue)

PERIOD: October 18, 1867
APPROXIMATE NUMBER OF PROPS: 1
• Bow and Arrow (Inuk p.62)
•
Dog Sled (Inuk 63)
•
Sleeping Skins and Furs (lnuk 66)
•
2 harpoons (Inuk and Father 67)
•
Stones for grave pile (lnuk 71)
•
2 Harpoon line around the waist-break away (Inuk 78)
• Instrument to cut off Sea Monster's tentacle (Inuk 86)
•
Sea Monster (large shadow puppet) with tentacles that break off
UNUSUAL PROPS-MASKS?
• Raven Mask and Boa along arms
•
Spirit of the Caribou Mask
• Hand held Polar Bear Mask-Puppet
• Kari Glass' Wolf skin costumes borrowed from Maricela production Sleeping objects (Inuk 66)
•
Stones for grave pile (lnuk 71)

WEAPONS OR FIREARMS? HOW MANY:§
DESCRIBE:
• Bow and Arrow (Inuk p.62)
•
2 harpoons (Inuk and Father 67)
• Harpoon line around their waists (Inuk 78)
• Instrument to cut off Sea Monster's tentacle (Inuk 86)

COSTUMES (CHECK THOSE NEEDED FOR THIS PLAy

OR YOUR CONCEPT OF THE PLAY)
APPROXIMATE NUMBER OF COSTUMES PER CHARACTER l
HISTORICAL PERIOD: October 18, 1867 SEASON: Winter
SPECIAL REQUIREMENTS: Limited budget. Barrow the polar bear and 7 wolves robe converted to 7 dogs, Moon
& Sun & Ice Spirits, from Susan Stratton's production of "Maricela" and the Old Sheep's mittens and bib from
CWU's production of Charlotte's Web. (all costumes designed by Kari Glass)

JUSTIFICATION FOR CHOICE OF SCRIPT
HAVE YOU SEEN THIS SCRIPT PRODUCED? NO
HAVE YOU DONE THIS PLAY BEFORE? NO
WHY SHOULD YOUR ORGANIZATION PRODUCE THIS SCRIPT? This play is set in the Arctic
North with Northern L ights, Musk Ox, Polar Bears and iconic symbols of Alaska. It deals with comingof-age issues that are universally appropriate to youth of all cultures.
WHAT ARE THE DRAWBACKS (IF ANY) TO DOING THIS PRODUCTION AT YOUR SCHOOL?
None

PLEASE GIVE A BRIEF SYNOPSIS OF THE SCRIPT ON A SEPARATE SHEET OF PAPER
AND ATTACH.
PLEASE INCLUDE A COPY OF THE SCRIPT FOR THE THESIS COMMITTEE TO REVIEW.

_
SUBMITTED BY:
7
DATE SUBMITTED:_ __ _ _ _ _ __

APPROVAL:

- -- - - -- - - - - -

(Kari Glass)
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i /' .

//J ,, ,

MAR 1 5 2005

(Submit in Quadruplicate)
GRADUATE COMMITTEE
AND OPTION APPROVAL FORM
CENTRAL WASHINGTON UNIVERSITY

GRADUATE STUOJE~
•,('IP c;r<;::I\ r,µ

Note: This fonn is to be completed as soon as the student has formed a committee and selected an option
from the list below. The fonn should be submitted in quadruplicate to the Office of Graduate Studies in
Barge 305.
Name:
StudentlD#Address:
Date: 2/14/05
Check option:
Written Exam*
NonThesis Project
Creative Proiect
Studio Project
Portfolio Review
Thesis

Indicate credits to be received for the thesis or option:
TH 700
Thesis Project i
Course, No.
Title
Credits
TH 700
Thesis Project i
Course No.
Title
Credits
TH 700
Thesis Project i
Course No.
Title
Credits

*Students taking written exam option may omit items 1-5 below.

1. Proposed Title: Direction of the dramatic production of lnuk and the Sun
2. Purpose of Study: The culmination of coursework for a Masters Degree in Theatre Production.
3. Scope of Study: To create documentation and scholarly analysis of the dramatic text, leading to
valid artistic choices that informs the pre-production research, the rehearsal and direction of the
production, and the post-production evaluation.
4. Procedure to be used: The direction of a full length play production.
5. Does the procedure involve collection of data obtained from
Human Subjects (including use of surveys)?....................................................Yes- /No
Use of Animals? ................................... :...........................................................Yes- /No
** If yes, your procedures must be approved in writing by the Human Subjects Committee or the Animal
Care and Use Committee before you initiate your reS!!_arch.

Wes Van Tassel
Committee Chair (typed or printed)

- CQmmittee Chair lsianaturel

~{)c;Datf

-T ,

~

mittee Member (typed or printed)

1

c.;ommittee Memtrer (signature)

e

6 ':>

~ I ,,if~~

C~ ~ A : '&- F-r'<AjJA:,-)
Committee Membr(ifPed or pried)

Committee

APPJOVed }>y:

Approved by:

Mernhfufs1gnature)

?lit1/rM'
1 ~Ass~c'late VP ofGraduateftfl~

~

:,-V}"(jj
Date

Students will be required to submit two copies of all motion picture film, film strips, sound film strips,
slides, tapes, cassettes, pictures, etc. produced as part of the thesis. These are to be submitted at the
time the thesis (three copies) is submitted to the Office of Graduate Studies and Research.

~aska ineatre of Youtn
Empowering Youth through
Theatre

P.O. Box 101212 Anchorage AK 99510
(907) 338-4901 email: aty l@alaska.net www .alaskatheatreofyouth.org

ATY Summer Conservatory 2005
PO Box 101212
Anchorage, AK 99510

February 4, 2005

Dr. Wes Van Tassel
Thesis Chair and Advisor
CWU Department of Theatre Arts

Dear Dr. Van Tassel
This letter is to inform you that as part of our 2005 Summer Conservatory, Alaska Theatre of Youth intends
to produce Kari Glass' stage direction and performances of Henry Beissel's lnuk and the Sun as part of
her thesis project towards fulfillment of her Masters of Arts in Theatre Production.
The production of Inuk will be performed three times during the ATY Festival of Plays on July 29-31. The
venue for the production will be either the Atwood Theatre or the Discovery Theatre at the Alaska Center
for the Performing Arts.
The production budget for Inuk will be approximately $4000. Inciuding director/designer fee, Stage
Management and Set/Props and Costumes.
Sjt}cerely ~
anet Stoneburner
Director of Programs
ATY i~ a 501(c)(3) ~orporation, Federal Tax ID number 92-0102436
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Parameters Established by the Producing Organization: Alaska Theatre of Youth 2005 Summer
Conservatory

Inuk: and the SW1 will be one of eight plays produced by the 2005 Alaska Theatre of
Youth Summer Conservatory (ATYSC), at the Alaska Center for the Performing Arts (ACPA),
located at 621 West Sixth Avenue, Anchorage, Alaska 99501 (administrative offices: 907-2632900). Three one-hour productions of Inuk and tl1e Sun will occur in the ACP A's Discovery
Theater on July 29, 30, 31, 2005, along with two other conservatory productions. This
production will have a budget of$4000 to be overseen by the ATY management, of which $400
is budgeted for materials to build the sceneographic elements to be overseen by the ATYSC
production manager and technical director. The Discovery house is an 800-seat auditorium with
a 48 foot wide by 23 foot high proscenium portal and the stage deck is 116 feet wide by 52 feet
deep.
The director will arrive in Anchorage on June 28, 2005 and will meet with the production
team July 1 in order to prepare for the first day of the conservatory beginning on July 5.
Auditions and casting of approximately 25 actors will be on July 5, 2005 from a pool of young
actors (8-18 year age range) who will participate in the 2005 ATY Summer Conservatory
Program. lnuk is fifteen, which falls within the appropriate age range of ATY's parameters.
The Spirit characters in the play are less dimensional and more representative of ancient
archetypes and will require a heightened poetic acting delivery. This contrast should separate the
actors playing Inuk and his family from the rest of the cast and help establish their ages. The
ATY Company will also be utilized in the playing of the Raven puppet, Musk Oxen, Seals,
Sharks, the Sled Dogs, and the people of Inuk's village. Choreographed, stylized movement will

be used to convey the idea of a single mind behind these many faceted characters. These
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dancers, dressed in neutral dress, may also be used to change set pieces. Students will rehearse
with the director in the morning and attend theater classes in the afternoons. Morning teaching
assignments will be related to working with experimental movement, and the sceneographic
design and the technical construction oflnuk and the Sun.
There are several design challenges to be resolved such as how to create the illusion of a
flying raven; manufacture a quickly changeable stage deck that will depict the stark snowy
Arctic ice packs; design a grandiose winter sunset in Episode One and a Northern Light display
in Episode Three; produce the effect oflnuk's fall through the seal hole at the end of Episode Six
and the scene shift into an underwater world in Episodes Seven; produce the underwater
environments for Sedna's throne room, the Sea Monster's Cave, the exterior and interior of the
Great Hall of the Ice; and the Arctic spring sunrise in the Epilogue. Solutions to the director's
vision will be explored and realized by the very resourceful design-production team with
assistance from the ATYSC technical conservatory and a lot of volunteers. ATY will be renting
the Anchorage Opera scene shop and will be able to borrow and rent scenic units and properties.
The theater has a Mackie 24.4 and a Mackie 1604 sound system and a Colortran Compact
Elite light board with four house designated electric pipes. ACP A or union qualified technicians
will be responsible for operating all technical elements of the production. An ACPA lighting
instrumentation inventory list follows.
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ACP A Lighting Instrument Inventory
Follow spot position:
(2) Xenon Super Troupers 1200W Xenon lamp 125' from curtain line
(12) 5 degree Altman (All pre-hung in Front of House)
(108) IO degree Colortran (94 pre-hung in Front of House)
(40) 26 degree ETC Source Four
( 40) 36 degree ETC Source Four
(20) 50 degree ETC Source Four
(20) 20 degree Colortran
( 40) 30 degree Colortran
(34) 40 degree Colortran
(52) 8" Fresnels Colortran
(110) Par 64 Can Lee (Black)
(16) Far Cyc Colortran
All Colortran units use lK lamps. ETC use 575K lamps. Par can use Par 64 IK lamp.
Color frames, Template holders, and drop-in irises (ETC) available.
6" and 8" Top Hats and Barn Doors are available.
Lighting System
Road Board Hookup: Backstage Right
Company Switches: 3 @ 400 Amps 3 phase 208V
House Light Board Control: Colortran Compact Elite
House Dimmer System: Colortran - CMX (DMX512 Converter Available)
Dimmer Inventory (372) 2.4 K
(33) 6 K
Breakouts to Front of House Circuits: Backstage Right
Circuits Per Position
Front of House: Ceiling Coves
Al (2) 2.4K (2) 6K (2) Non Dim
A2 (2) 2.4K (2) 6K (2) Non Dim
A3 (2) 2.4K (2) 6K (2) Non Dim
A4 (2) 2.4K (2) 6K (2) Non Dim
Bl (4) 2.4K
B2 (2) 2.4K (2) 6K (2) Non Dim
B3 (4) 2.4K (2) 6K
B4 (2) 2.4K (2) Non Dim
BS (4) 2.4K
B6 (2) 2.4K (2) Non Dim
B7 (4) 2.4K (2) 6K
BS (2) 2.4K (2) 6K (2) Non Dim
B9 (4) 2.4K
Revised 08/01/2002
Cl (2) 2.4K (2) 6K (2) Non Dim
C2 (2) 2.4K (2) 6K (2) Non Dim
C3 (2) 2.4K (2) 6K (2) Non Dim
C4 (2) 2.4K (2) 6K (2) Non Dim
Dl (4) 2.4K (2) 6K
D2 (4) 2.4K (2) 6K
DJ (4) 2.4K (2) 6K
D4 (4) 2.4K (2) 6K
D5 (4) 2.4K (2) 6K
D6 (4) 2.4K (2) 6K
D7 (4) 2.4K (2) 6K
Yz House (18) 2.4K (3) 6K (4) Non Dim
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SL Box Boom (10) 2.4 K (1) Non Dim
SR Box Boom (10) 2.4K (I) Non Dim
Electrics:
#1 (32) 2.4K (3) Non Dim
#2 (32) 2.4K (3) Non Dim
#3 (32) 2.4K (3) Non Dim
#4 (32) 2.4K (3) Non Dim
Stage Galleries and Grid
Gallery Stage Left: (22) 2.4K (4) Non Dims (12) Drop Boxes
Gallery Stage Right: (22) 2.4K (4) Non Dim (12) Drop Boxes
Grid (22) 2.4K (2) Non Dim (12) Drop Boxes
Floor Pockets
(11) Floor Pockets (30) 2.4K (2) Non Dim
Wall Pockets
(4) Stage Left (10) 2.4K (2) Non Dim
(4) Stage Right (10) 2.4K (2) Non Dim
(1) DSL (3) 2.4K
(1) USL (2) 2.4K (1) Non Dim
(1) DSR (3) 2.4K
(I) USR (2) 2.4K (1) Non Dim
Orchestra Pit
(6) Wall Pockets (12) 2.4 K (4) Non Dim
All circuits are three pin stage connectors.
All Lighting cable and two-fers is three pin stage connectors.
Adaptors three pin to Edison is available.
Misc. Lighting Equipment
Coloram II (12) 4.5" Source Four frame Addition cost for scrollers
Revised 08/01/2002
Colortran Cyc Lights (4) circuit 4' and (3) circuit 6'
Iris Fixtures (2) 10 degree Colortran
(2) 12 degree Colortran
( 4) 20 degree Colortran
(4) 6x12 Century
ETC (20) 19 degree lens barrels
ACPA Production department is limited to available inventory and is not responsible if equipment is not
available. If equipment must be remove from inventory due to maintenance, ACPA is not responsible for
any cost to the client to secure equipment elsewhere.
Contact Information:
http://www.alaskapac.org/
http://www .alaskapac.org/th eatres.html

blJp:/lwww alasknp&oorfpdf</Je<;hnigl%20lnfonnatlon/Atwood!Atwpgd%20Lightimf/,20Sysrcm/AJwoo,j%ZOLlghtin..-MOln•cntory pd[

Atwood Theatre Production Manager:
Fred Sager (907) 263-2945
ACPA Production Office (907) 263-2946
Fax: (907) 263-2927
Address: 621 W. 6th Ave. Anchorage, AK 99501

JULY 2005

M ond ay

PROJECT SCHEDULE: 1NUK AND THE SUN

T ues day

wedoesday

Thursd ay

nay

Saturday

1
Notes

4

5
Orientation 10-12

6 9:30-12:30

Auditions
12:20 - 4

Read Through
1-2:30
Acting/Movement
2:30-3 Mask Making

7 9:30-11 Improv
11-12:30 Elective
1-3
Character Analysis

8 9:30-11 Audition
11-12:30 Voice 13pm DiscussionThemes
Character/Concept/

Sunday
3

9 finalize
set
design

10

O""+,,/Ch"-",1 Tri"""

Inuk
and
the
Sun

11 9:30-12:30
Mask/character
1-3 Block Rehearsal
A1&3
Lobby 1
18 9:30-11 Makeup
11-12:30 Puppetry
1-3 Run
OffBook
Puppets L4

12 9:30-12:30
Act/Im.prov
1-3 Block Rehearsal
A5-6
Discovery Stage

13 9:30-12:30
Voice/
puppet mov
1-3 Block Rehearsal
A:7-8

14 9:30-11
char/costume
11-12:30 Elective
1-3 Block Rehearsal
A:9-10 Disc

15 9:30-12:30
char/costume/Act
1-2 Block Rehearsals
A:2&4Pro&
Epilogue L 1

16field
trip:
ANHC
build set
and props

17 field
trip:
Muskox
Farm

19 9:30-11 Masks
11-12:30 Movement
1-3
Run
L1

21 9:30-11 Acting
11-12:30 Electives
1-3
Run
L3

22 9:30-11 Audition
11 Mask Making
1-3
sound workshop-seal
Atwood Stage

23paint
props&
sets at
AO

24
load in.
finish
costumes

25 9:30-11 Lobby
run
11 Wind movement
1-2
Polish Rehearsal

26 9:30-12:30
Dress R/:fight
deck on Atwood:
seal & Inuk w/ trap
1-3 Run Lobby

20 9:30llMovement
11-12:30 Audition
1-3
Run
27 9:30-12:30
Dress Rehearsal
Atwood
Tech 1 - 3:30 Disc
Load Ice on pipe

28
Tech 9:30 - 12:30
1- 3:30 Dress
Atwood
Fix Ice on pipe

29
Kids at 9:30-4:00
Atwood
Show call 5:00
Opening 7-8:15 Disc

30
Show
122:30

31
Show
35:30
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Evaluation oflnuk and the Sun as a Production Vehicle for ATY
Inuk and the Sun is a mature children's play written to be enjoyed by all ages, full of
magic and fantasy that allows the audience to viscerally experience different facets ofreality.
Actors and audience alike will easily identify with Inuk's rite-of-passage journey from childhood
towards adulthood. Inuk is transformed on his journey by the experiences and relationships he
develops. Through his encounters with characters that often have challenging attitudes, he learns
the art of diplomacy and how to reciprocate kindness. He is searching for his own voice but
learns to work well with others. As everyone must, Inuk struggles to find his path and a way to
integrate into his community. This classic journey story has timeless and universal appeal.
Inuk leaves his igloo and sets out upon a hunting journey with his father, and together
they experience the immense desolate landscape as the aurora borealis swirls and dances in the
vast dark space. Along the way, Inuk enters his own convoluted dreamscape and continues on
this journey alone. He meets and converses with northern wildlife and colorful characters-the
spirits that both wreak havoc and assist the Inuit people. They are symbolic of the natural law
and order of the universe; they challenge and influence Inuk and confront him with riddles and
perplexing conflicts. Throughout this psychological voyage, he encounters ancient archetypes,
who provide guidance for his imminent transformation. The ancient spirits from above and
below the frozen Earth's surface teach him the true meaning of respect for natural law and his
social status within his community.
"Inuk" means "a man" in the Inuktitut language, and the title provides a significant clue
to finding the spine of the play. In the heart of a winter storm, the impetuous self-centered boy,
Inuk, wants to chase the sun, against his father's sage advice. This begins a journey in which he
directly meets archetypal characters: the Spirits of the Moon, Caribou. Wind. Dream, Ice and
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Sedna the Inuit Sea Goddess, and a Sea Monster as well as a talking muskox, fox, seals, and two
sharks. He learns that he can kill a Polar Bear, and breathe underwater, and realizes that his
survival depends on his ability to deal with new interpersonal relationships. He struggles to solve
three riddles and learns how to love and be loved.
One of the social and cultural values informed by the play is that growing up is finding
the precarious and often conflicting balance between personal independent self-expression and
responsible interdependence. Like post-modem man, Inuk comes to realize that growing up
involves more than just becoming a skilled and triumphant hunter and provider. Inuk discovers
that he can not truly appreciate the sunny warmth, abundance, and light of the summer without
the impending quiet and calm of the cold winter night. He eventually succeeds in finding the sun,
and his heart and spirit are enlightened by her radiant warmth, but ironically she is mandated to
return to the Great Hall of the Iceberg once every year.
Due to the geographic proximity of the Canadian Inuit nation and the Alaskan Yupik
nation, these two related societies share many cultural commonalties. Anchorage is home to the
largest First Nations community in North America, and Inuk and the Sun will provide a familiar
setting that will be appreciated by Alaskan actors and audiences who share a similar northern
mindset.
Inuk and the Sun is an excellent production choice for ATY because it can accommodate
a large cast which can involve a large group of children. There are many opportunities for
inexperienced younger children to play non-speaking group roles.
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Director's Concept for lnuk and the Sun
Inuk and the Sun is a coming-of-age story which "explores the fundamental human
experience oflife and death" (Beissel 55), set in an Arctic winterscape in a small Inuit village.
The young protagonist, Inuk, is on a classic hero quest, seeking self-determination by searching
for the light and nurturing warmth of the sun in the midst of the cold dark winter. Playwright
Henry Beissel chose the Inuit setting for his story because "Canada's first people have much to
teach us ... [about] the need to understand and accept our place in nature in order to survive"
(55).
The master symbol for this production is the Yin-Yang image with two interlocking
puzzle pieces joined together to complete the whole. The archetypal characters present riddles at
every stage of the journey and Inuk is asked to collect pieces of information in order to solve the
puzzle. The opening poem begins, "White is black, and black is white," a concept symbolized by
the two halves of the Yin-Yang circle. Inuk's journey ultimately becomes a completion concept
symbolized by the juxtaposed Yin and Yang. Inuk's life is complemented and completed by the
love and brilliant illumination he finds from his union with the Spirit of the Sun. Her warm
femininity tempers Inuk's cold competitive masculine tendencies. She fills him with a
transforming light and brings him into the heart of his community. This play is about the
juxtaposed elements of nature, light-dark, life-death, feast-famine, sun-moon, young-old,
summer-winter, day-night, hot-cold, mundane-spiritual, and female-masculine.
Beissel wrote this dream-cycle-story in a style reminiscent of Magic Realism; he asks the
viewer to accept the unbelievable through Inuk's realistic vision. Inuk encounters and easily
interfaces with gods, spirits, and the Arctic animal world and discovers that he can breathe under
water. This journey into the metaphysical, both whimsical and vivid, is well suited to an
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expressionistic presentational style. Inuk and the Sun departs from Magic Realism in that the plot
develops with a classical linear progression following Joseph Campbell's paradigm of the hero's
quest or "mono myth."
The unifying visual inspiration for this production will be through a color pallet derived
from an artistic painting style called Fauvism, which is French for "wild beasts." The Fauve
movement was inspired by van Gogh and initiated by Matisse in Paris around 1898. Van Gogh
said, "Instead of trying to render what I see before me, I use color in a completely arbitrary way"
(Pioch). The Fauves rejected naturalistic color harmonies for intensely vivid ones with
juxtaposing exuberant brilliant colors. The colors create and resonate light rather than merely
imitating its impression.
The cold nocturnal snowscape and vivid cool teal blues, lavenders and purples, will be
expressive and reminiscent of the sublime natural colors of icebergs and glacial snow caves. This
highly charged and poetically intensified color scheme is well suited to the playwright's
heightened and poetically expressive writing style. The costumes will incorporate the brightly
saturated Fauve color palette but will be derivative of traditional dress, pulling in the historical
and religious context of the Inuit people with a theatrical magical twist. Constructed from
ordinary common items, the costumes will economically transform from the mundane into the
fantastic and define these characters as being not of this world or time.
Painting the stage-set, costumes and properties-with resonating light for a heightened
color effect metaphorically expresses the lighting ideals of Fauvism and echoes the concept of
Inuk's light quest. Stage lighting techniques will be explored to create the challenge of presenting
the northern lights along with the setting and rising of the moon and sun. The intensity, levels,
amount, quality, focus, direction, projected pattern and color of light will be crucial to not only
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set the mood but-as a scenic element-to differentiate the various environmental settings
within the play.
The multipurpose set will reflect a triangular geometric motif, inspired by the textural
shapes of the sharply cracked Arctic ice. This simple stylized shape will function to represent a
variety of scenic elements including the vast frozen snow drifts, jagged buckled ice, village iglus,
underwater rocks and sea objects, a dark sea monster's cave and a glimmering sub-tundra
iceberg hall. The center stage will have a pyramid shaped raked platform, which will provide
alternative stage levels and funtion as a stage trap for the seal hole-Inuk's portal to the watery
underworld. The raked deck can also support Inuk for his slow rolling fall through the ice down
to the bottom of the sea. This triangular theme will be echoed in other small scenic units
including an upstage masked ground row and as stage properties to pin down the comer acting
areas.
Inuk's slow motion unconscious descent down the raked platform to the ocean floor will
be dramatically contrasted by the opposing action of ascending kelp that will be flown out from
the deck upstage of the ground row on a masked batten. The kelp can be made from strips of
plastic suspended on varying lengths of line attached to the batten. A downstage batten cradle
filled with mylar confetti can sift slowly down onto the deck to represent the sea matter floating
in the fluid current.
Beissel's script calls for masks for the spirit characters and marionettes or Japanese style
Bunraku puppets for the roles of the human characters. In order to take advantage of the
immensely large scale actor-audience relationship for the large proscenium stage, we will use
life-sized masked characters and at least one larger-than-life rod puppet rather than the smaller
traditional ones to utilize the expansive scale of the stage.
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The play is introduced and concluded with profound short poems by the flight and antics
of a circling raven. The Raven like the Greek Chorus is a theatrical device to prepare and entice
the audience to enter into a heightened state of magic as the sun sets and then depart from the
Arctic winter world as the sun begins its spring ascent. During the afternoon rehearsals and
morning classes, the students will design, engineer, build and experiment with puppet movement
and dance. Four or five performers will be required to manipulate the Raven's twenty-four foot
wing span, which will be featured during the prologue, epilogue and the first and second
episodes. The spectacular Raven is both a performer and at times a curious and opinionated
observer who's actions and reactions set both a mood and an example for the audience's interest
in the story.
The audience will experience Inuk's personal transformation, privileged to peer within his
imagination to see what he sees. He will encounter the Spirit's of the Moon, Caribou, Wind,
Dream, Ice, Sun, and Sedna the Sea Goddess, the blind Sea Monster, and many talking animals.
Ultimately the audience will rejoice with lnuk's success in finding the sun and celebrate his
enlightenment. Director and production-design team will bring the sensational visual spectacle to
light, and Beissel's poetic telling of this timeless myth will be brought to life by the actors.
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Given Circumstances
Author Henry Beissel, a playwright, set Inuk and the Sun in the Arctic of Northeastern
Canada in a small Inuit Village. This production, however, will be set in an Inuit village near
Barrow, Alaska, which is home to the Inupiat peoples. The play starts in the nocturnal twilight of
a bleak winter day. The stage directions prior to the opening prologue indicates that the "sun is
setting" (56). Even today, the date that the sun sets for the season of the long winter night in
November, and conversely, the next sunrise, which marks the approaching summer season of the
midnight sun, has monumental significance in polar societies. This play starts with a winter
sunset on November 19, 1845 at 1:37 PM and the sun will not rise again until January 23, 1846
at 1:33 PM, revealing its radiance for only eleven minutes. The play takes place over a twomonth period ending with the reappearance of the sun "in a blaze of light" upon the Arctic winter
landscape (99). Beissel does not give an exact date; however the absence of any indication of
contact with outside cultures suggests that the story takes place before the middle of the
nineteenth century. The script for Inuk and the Sun references the use of only traditional hunting
and travel technologies. The village is composed of iglus, blubber is used for fuel and lighting,
dog sleds for travel, harpoons for hunting and fishing, and spears for defense against polar bear
attack (57). This journey into and through the darkness is symbolic for the protagonist's passage
into manhood, and his enlightened realization.
Inuk, the protagonist, lives in a hunting and gathering economy, which is not thrivingthey are 1'starving" (75). The villagers and their dogs are hungry and anxious to reap the benefits
of a hunt. At the beginning of the play, Inuk's father remarks that, "The dogs are frantic to be off
on the hunt. They're hungry." Inuk responds, "We1re all hungry. We must find game." Winter
hunting is difficult because "most of the animals have followed the sun." Severe blizzard
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conditions also add to the difficulty of procuring food for lnulc, his family and the community. In
the beginning of Episode One the young frustrated Inulc complains that, "For seven days we've
waited out the blizzard" (57).
In traditional Inuit culture it was the duty of all males to hunt and share the bounty with
the family and the whole community. "From birth boys were taught to strive to be a good hunter
and likewise girls were taught to dream of marrying a good hunter. 11 In the beginning of Episode
One, Inuk anxiously tells his father, "I want to prove myself a man, Father, and a man is a
hunter" (57). Success in hunting was a sign of a good life, and lack of success was a sign of a life
poorly lived. Hunting was so critical to their daily survival that it assumed "deep religious values
well beyond its more common practical implications. 11 The Inuit afterlife is believed to be a
paradise where choice game and bountiful hunts are insured with little effort (Hata).
There was little political organization in Inuit society. Groupings were not politically
determined but were based on geography, language, and customs. The extended family was the
primary political structure. "Kinship usually involved three generations from both the mother and
father's sides" (Hata). These extended families were treated as a unit and everyone was held
accountable and responsible for all members of the family. The father of the family and the
eldest male within the community, served as the authorities. In this play, lnulc's father was
clearly the patriarchal leader, and he reminds the impatient Inulc that 11 A hunter knows how to
wait" and continuously dispenses advice and counsel to his son. After lnulc's father is killed by a
polar bear, Inuk is forced to face many hardships and challenges in order to fill his father's
mulclulcs. One of his challenges is satisfying the community's expectation for him to take on the
role of the patriarchal provider. In Episode Six, Inuk bemoans his predicament when he says, n1
couldn't return to the village, to my mother, empty-handed" (72).
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Inuk is a member of a homogenous social environment within the Inuit culture. In the
play, his social environment is expanded to include the animals, environmental elements, and the
spirits with whom he has personal and social interactions. Besides Inuk's conversations with his
father and mother, he also interacts with Sedna the Goddess of the Sea, a Sea Monster, Seals, an
Arctic Fox, a Muskox, and the Spirits of the Caribou, Moon, Wind, Dream, Ice, and Sun.
Through these social conflicts, Inuk accomplishes his hero's journey and comes to accept and
understand his own place in nature (55).
The Inuit did not have a religion in the contemporary sense but practiced a mystical
spiritualism or animism. They had a strong sense of the metaphysical and an intimate connection
to the spiritual world. To them, all physical reality and all living beings had a spirit that
continued to live on after death. In episode two, after Inuk foolishly tries to kill the Spirit of the
Caribou, his father ridicules him by saying "Don't you know the spirits are immortal?" (62).
Every community had an individual who had special abilities to directly communicate with the
spirits, called an angakok, or shaman (Hata 2). There are no references in Inuk and the Sun to a
specified angakok, but both Inuk and his father exhibit shamanistic behavior in their regular
interaction with the metaphysical realm.
The Inuit had simple rituals around birt~ sickness, and death. Newborn babies were
given the name of a recently deceased family member. They believed that the qualities and spirit
of the deceased lived on in the newly named child. In Episode Five, the Spirit of the Wind
counsels the grieving Inuk that his dead "father's spirit lives on. It lives on in the Land of the
Dead and in your children" (69). At the end of the play, in Episode Ten, the Spirit of the Sun
explains to her betrothed Inuk, that although his father is dead he "will be reborn in our first son
so that in time he can become the father of your grandchildren when you've gone to rest. " The
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spirit of his father continues to counsel Inuk saying, "Don't grieve, lnuk. You're a man now. My
spirit will return to your children'' (98).
lnuk's father gives the following metaphysical explanation for a spectacular display of
Northern Lights, which appear in Episode Four:
It's giant spirits playing with the skulls of our ancestors. The souls of our fathers
and mothers have returned to earth but their bodies are up in the sky or down in
the sea, and sometimes the spirits play games with their skulls to while away the
times. (64)
Whereupon Inuk speaks to the Northern Lights and requests their help:
Help me, Oh Spirits!
I ama shadow
in a land of shadows.
The wind plays with me,
the moon plays with me.
I'm fair game for the dark.
Help me become a man.

Help me conquer my fear
of the moon, of the wind.
Give me the strength
of the polar bear,
the fox's speed,
and the skill of wolves.
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For I want to hunt the sun.

Help me, Good Spirits.
I ama shadow
in a land of shadows.
l'ma boy
at the mercy of the wind,
at the mercy of the moon.
Help me become a man. (64-65)
For the Inuit, death is not a place to fear but rather a transition into something new
(Freuchen 193). The Inuit believed in three afterworlds; one is high in the sky, such as the
Northern Lights. The other is deep under the tundra. Both of these afterworlds are abundant in
game where "the country is beautiful up there, the weather good, and the dead continuously
happy" (Balikci 214). Inuk's father in Episode Five reassures Inuk that: "In the Land of the Dead
I'll find peace ... Perhaps the sun shines there forever" (68). In both these afterworlds "the
people who go there are the clever energetic hunters [and] for women only those with large and
beautiful tattooing have access, this because they had the courage to endure the suffering
involved in the tattooing technique." There is a variation in Inuk and the Sun; the second
underworld is located deep under the ocean pack ice at the edge of the earth. This is where Inuk
finds the frozen spirit of his dead father as well as the object of his desires, the Spirit of the Sun
(92). The third underworld is located just below the crust of the earth. "Lazy hunters go here
along with the women who would not endure the suffering of getting tattooed. "Here the dead are
perpetually hungry, idol, and apathetic" (Balikci 214-15).
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In the play there are references to ritualistic songs and dances of gratitude, praise and
supplication. Inuk1s mother says in Episode Two 11 We celebrate the grace and courage of the
caribou in our songs and dance. Who will praise you when we die? 11 (63). Also the Spirit of the
Moon says to Inuk, 11 You know the ancient customs. If you need food, call the spirits for the
hunt! And you must learn that music and dance triumph where conceit comes to a bad end.
Remember that Inuk, Remember that 11 (60). In the stage directions at the beginning of Episode
Two, Inuk and his family perform a ritual dance:
Great Spirit of the Caribou,
The Inuit are calling you.
When we're by snow and wind pursued
You give us fur and oil and food.
We Inuit must hunt to live
And owe our lives to what you give.
Great Spirit of the Caribou,
We sing and dance in praise of you.
The Inuit are calling you,
Great Spirit of the Caribou,
Please come and visit our igloo. (60-61)
The previous action in lnuk and the Sun is not extensive, but it is vital to understand, as
the immediate past motivates Inuk1s present action and attitudes. Inuk's family has been house
bound in their iglus for 11 seven days" due to a blizzard and severe restrictive weather conditions
during the winter darkness in the North Arctic (57). The sun has set for the winter, causing the
migration south of the animals and the community's source of sustenance. The people of the Inuit
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village are hungry along with their dogs-their mode of transportation. No one knows where the
sun goes when it sets for the winter and "she leaps over the edge of the world ... there's no
return from beyond the edge of the world" (57-58).
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Dialogue Analysis
Beissel wrote Inuk and the Sun in English but includes Inuit words of the Inuktituk
language. This helps to set the play in the Arctic and reinforces the time period-pre European
contact-and illustrates Inuk's cultural identity as Inuit. "Inuk means 'a man' in Inuktituk" and
"Inuit means 'the people"' (Chalydoff 51). In Episode One, the Spirit of the moon ridicules Inuk
when he says, "You bear a proud name, Inuk, but you still have a lot to learn" (59). Two of
Inuk's sled dogs are named Nippaitit (57, 63) and Nipjarnak (57). The Inuktituk word for their
Goddess or Spirit of the Sea is "Sedna."
One Inuktituk word and concept, "ayorama," is introduced and used throughout the play
by Inuk's father. It first appears at the beginning of Episode One and is used by Father to explain
and summarize this theme: "Ayorama. Everything happens as the spirits have decreed" and the
importance of waiting for the appropriate time to act. Inuk's father reminds Inuk that "Winter is
the season of waiting." Later in this episode this concept is repeated when his father says, "We
must let the secrets of the world be. It's as the spirits have decreed. Ayorama" (58). He reminds
Inuk of how his reckless impatience is not productive and advises him to "wait" ten times in one
episode, and continues to advice patience throughout the play. In the middle of episode six,
Sedna informs Inuk that, "Everything must forever change and go on changing Inuk. That's the
law." Before dying, Father says, "It's decreed that my struggles are over ... My time is up Inuk,
Ayorama" (98). In Episode Four Inuk's dying father says, "Don't grieve, Inuk. ... Ayorama....
All is decreed" (68).
The body of the text is written in prose with interjected poetic breaks in rhymed verse
recited by all the main characters, employing song, dance, ritual, or prayer. This uncomplicated
familiar language is enriched by the colorful imagery of the Arctic North and the nomenclature
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of the Inuit culture. Both the prose and verse sections employ simple and casual word choices,
making it accessible to the intended audience of children. The Spirits of the metaphysical world
utilize poetic verse but coexist and interact with the ordinary world of the prosaic Inuit people,
and each other, in the vernacular, emphasizing the continuity between the natural and spiritual
worlds. Rather than pontificating in a heightened language style, they converse and even quarrel
with each other, as well as with Inuk, in the vernacular. The non-human characters, the terrestrial
musk ox and Arctic fox, and the submarine seals and sharks, also carry on normal conversations
and dialogue in both vernacular and verse.
Word contractions are used with consistent frequency by both the human and
metaphysical creatures. Line structure is short and filled with brief and snappy dialogue. The
language of the archetypal characters is indistinguishable from the dialogue of the human
characters, which supports the Inuit worldview of continuity between the physical and
metaphysical worlds, and the importance ofliving together harmoniously with the harsh natural
elements in order to survive.
RAVEN (56):

I
I
I
I
White is / black, and / black is / white/ ///Arctic I winter, I arctic/ night.
I
I
I
I
Snow wind, / ice wind, / wolves at / bay;
I
I
I I Man and/ beast are/ winter's/ prey.

( 1)

( 2)
( 3)
( 4)

Gull and/ goose have / followed / the sun,

( 5)

Moose and / cari / bou have / gone,

( 6)

Whitefish, / flatfish, / whale and / shark-

( 7)
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All have / fled the / howling / dark.

( 8)

Snow wind, / ice wind, / wolves at / bay:

( 9)

Man and / beast are / winters I prey.

(10)

White is / black, and / black is / white-

(11)

Arctic /winter,/ arctic/ night.

(12)

This verse, recited by the Raven who functions as a narrator or a Greek "dithyrambic"
chorus, setting the mood in trochaic quad-meter with an AABB pattern, ending with two rhymed
couplets for each four-line stanza.

Like a Greek Chorus, the Raven offers a rich sense of

spectacle and sets the mood and world of the play with the prologue narration, which is
delivered, similar to the Greek "parodos." The Raven also interjects its "dithyrambic"
commentary underlining and animating the main themes ofthis story in song or "stasima" and
separating the main actions of the play between episodes (Brockett 13).
Lines one and two set up the antithetical contrasting concept of nature's codependency on
the changing and interrelated seasons, and set the mood for the given circumstances of the play,
ending with a full stop. Visually the black dark Raven is contrasted against the bleak whiteness
of the Arctic landscape which serves to illustrate the contents of the lines.
Lines three and four continue the thought of the severe winter, and end with a full stop.
Lines five through eight introduce the concept of the sun's absence, along with the flight
of beasts and life, with antithetical words: "followed" and "fled," and "sun" and "dark." This
stanza ends with a full stop.
Lines nine and ten repeat lines three and four.
Lines eleven and twelve repeat lines one and two.
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FATHERANDMOTHER: (60)

I
- I
I
- I
Great Spir / it of/ the Car / ibou,
- I -/
I
I
The In/ uit / are call ling you.

( 1)
( 2)

When we're I by snow/ and wind/ pursued

( 3)

You give/ us fur/ and oil/ and food.

( 4)

We In /uit / must hunt/ to live

( 5)

And owe / our lives / to what / you give.

( 6)

Great Spir / it of/ the Car/ ibou,

( 7)

We sing/ and dance/ in praise/ of you.

( 8)

(chorus All)
The In / uit / are call / ing you,

( 9)

Great Spir / it of/ the Car / ibou,

(10)

Please come I and vis / it our / igloo.

(11)

This verse, in trochaic quad-meter, with two end rhymed couplets, is a prayer of
supplication and gratitude, requesting success for a winter hunt, delivered by Inuk's father,
mother, and the villagers and directed towards the Spirit of the Caribou. This prayer offers
thanks to the caribou who will give their lives so that the Inuit can sustain their lives.
Lines one and two are the call or salutations to the Spirit of the Caribou, which ends in a full
stop. "Spirit" is antithetical to "Inuit" or the mortal people.
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Lines three and four are statements of their bleak situation and recognition of the Inuit
dependence upon the caribou for their precarious survival, and ends with a full stop. "Pursued" is
antithetical to "give."
Lines five and six continue and restate the thought from lines three and four and end in a
full stop. "We" is antithetical to "you" and "Great Spirit."
Lines seven and eight are expressions of praise and thanks, ending with a full stop.
Lines nine through eleven are incantations calling upon the benevolence of the Spirit.
RAVEN, MOTHER AND FATHER: (62)
White is black, and black is white--

(1)

Arctic winter, arctic night.

(2)

Gull and goose have followed the sun,

(3)

Moose and caribou are gone.

(4)

Whitefish, flatfish, whale and shark-

(5)

All have fled the freezing dark.

(6)

Snow wind, ice wind, wolves at bay,

(7)

Man and beast are winter's prey.

(8)

INUK: (63-64)
Ani / mals of/ the long / night,

(1)

Where / are / you?

(2)

Ani I mals of/ the long / night,

(3)
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Why do / you flee / from us?

(4)

We're I your I friends.

(5)

We I need/ you.

(6)

Ani / mals of/ the long / night.

(7)

Come, bring I us your I flesh.

(8)

This is a short prayer of supplication by Inuk to the hunted animals in irregular blank
verse. "Flee" and "come" are the antithetical words.
INUK: (64)

Help me, 0 Spirit!

(1)

I ama shadow

(2)

in a land of shadows.

(3)

The wind plays with me,

(4)

the moon plays with me.

(5)

I'm fair game for the dark.

(6)

Help me become a man.

(7)

Help me conquer my fear

( 8)

of the moon, of the wind.

( 9)

Give me the strength

(10)

of the polar bear,

(11)

the foxes' speed,

(12)

and the skill of wolves.

(13)

For I want to hunt the sun.

(14)
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Help me, Good Spirits.

(15)

I am.a shadow

(16)

in a land of shadows.

(17)

I am.a boy

(18)

at the mercy of the wind,

(19)

at the mercy of the moon.

(20)

Help me become a man.

(21)

SPIRIT OF THE WIND: (70)
I I
I I
Follow I the wind, /follow/ me,
I
-/
I
- I
Though heav / en is/ my place/ of birth
-I
/-/
-/
I
I know / every / co or I ner of / the earth
I
- I
I
- - I
from the moun I tains across / the tun dra / to the sea.
I
I
// I blow / from the east /
- - I
I
// I blow / from the west /
I
I
// I breathe / // and whis I per
I
I
and howl / with out rest.

I blow from the west
I blow from the east
I can comfort or kill
both man and beast.

( 1)

( 2)
( 3)

( 4)

( 5)
( 6)
( 7)
( 8)

( 9)
(10)
(11)

(12)
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I blow from the north

(13)

I blow from the south

(14)

I blow the very words

(15)

right out of your mouth.

(16)

I blow from the south

(17)

I blow from the north

(18)

and if I don't have my way

(19)

I have my will by force.

(20)

Follow the wind, follow me.

(21)

Though heaven is my place on earth,

(22)

I know every comer of the earth

(23)

from the mountains across the tundra to the sea.

(24)

The first and last, four-line stanzas have an ABBA rhyming pattern. The four center
stanzas differ in meter and rhyme from the first and last ones. Lines two and three have
antithetical words, "heaven" and "earth."
Line four: the "mountains" is antithetical to the "sea" and "across the tundra" in line three
is antithetical to "comer of the earth."
Lines six and seven: "east" is antithetical to "west" and "from" is antithetical to the "to" in
line 5.
Line eight: "howl" is antithetical to "rest."
Lines nine and ten: "west" is antithetical to "east.

11
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Line eleven: "comfort" is antithetical to "kill."
Line twelve: "man" is antithetical to "beast. "
Lines thirteen and fourteen: "north" is antithetical to "south."
Lines fifteen and sixteen: "I blow" is antithetical to "out of your mouth."
Lines seventeen and eighteen: "south" is antithetical to "north"
Lines nineteen and twenty: "way" is antithetical to "will, " and "comfort" of line eleven is
antithetical to "force."
Lines twenty-one through twenty-four repeats lines one through four.
SPIRIT OF THE MOON: (73)

I

- I

Ice-light / brittle
I
I
I
Sha / dows / crunch
I
I moonbeam I skittle
I
I
I
back / and / hunch.

( 1)

Skull-faced silence

( 5)

crack-crazed loon

( 6)

snow-crust islands

( 7)

knife the moon.

( 8)

Black blood river

( 9)

sickle-starred

(10)

glaciers shiver

(11)

bone bite-scarred.

(12)

( 2)
( 3)
( 4)
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Ice-clot spittle

(13)

frost harpoon

(14)

snow-night brittle:

(15)

Hail the moon!

(16)

This verse has a crunchy cold cadence and a wonderful use of onomatopoeia and visceral
imagery.
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Character Analysis for lnuk
During the course of the play, lnuk, the protagonist, experiences a major shift in attitude
about himself and his capabilities. At the beginning of the play, he is a self-centered, hungry, and
impetuous child. This young Inuit boy longs to be recognized as a great hunter and a man. He
thinks he is invincible and he can defy the laws of nature. Rather than participate

fu the

traditional hunt and patiently wait for the passing of the winter and the return of the game, he
boldly sets out to trek to the edge of the world, where no man has gone before in hopes of
triumphantly bringing back the sun.
The impetuous Inuk ignores his father's wise counsel to patiently accept his Inuit culture
and place in nature; the idea of Ayorama-that all is decreed by the spirits and that all things
have their season. This foolish lack of acceptance is manifest in his interactions with the spirits
and the animals. Inuk ignores their advice as well. He -solicits their sympathy and help,
pathetically trying to manipulate them. Tossed about by the spirits' conflicting advice, he finally
accepts that he is not in command. lnuk says, "Oh Spirits Good and Bad! I know now that in
your hands I'm nothing but a toy" (82). Through this surrender to the forces, he finally discovers
and accepts his place.
The killing oflnuk's father by the polar bear and of the polar bear by Inuk is a turning
point in lnuk's journey. lnuk has a motivational shift in focus from his own shortsighted personal
pursuit of the sun, to saving his father's life and finally pursuing his father's spirit after his
father's death. In grieving the loss of his father, his weeping and crying is another step towards
his manhood. The Spirit of the Moon tells lnuk: that, "a man must know how to weep. And you're
a man now-albeit a little man. Tears are the price of living" (68). Through the killing and the
eating of the polar bear, lnuk gains confidence and strength. He tells the antagonistic Moon, "I'm
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a man now, I trust my own strength" (71). Against the advice of the Moon, he follows the Spirit
of the Wind1s directions to the edge of the world and to the Land of the Dead where the sun
seasonally resides.
Seemingly lost after three days of treacherous weather, the weary and hungry Inuk has hit
a new spiritual and physical low. He pleads to the spirits of the sea and the sky for help. At the
mercy of the elements, and facing his own mortality, in desperate supplication he cries:
I'm a shadow in a land of shadows
The wind plays with me,
The moon plays with me.
rm fair game for the dark.
Help me, spirits in the sea and in the sky!
I didn't come this far to die. (72)
lnuk is finally demonstrating his acceptance of his place in nature. In his hero's quest he is pulled
through the ice floe into the underwater world where he is initiated and receives assistance from
the natural and metaphysical world to solve a series of riddles and tasks. His concern is no longer
to merely become a man. He now is motivated to do what a man must to do within his culture.
By taking responsibility for his actions he is no longer the self-centered child but is transformed
into a post-feminist "understanding and loving man~1 (97) besides being the traditional male,
courageous hunter, provider and warrior. He also learns that his newly betrothed Sun will never
wholly belong to him, "because every year she must return for a time here to the Great Hall of
the Iceberg .... That's the law. And all things must live by the law, even the Sun" (97).
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Inul(
What the Character Says about
Himself
I'm hungry
I cannot wait
I want to prove myself a man
A man is a hunter
Wait? What for? A hunter stalks
and kills his prey
I think most of the spirits are bad
- can't be trusted (57)

What Others Say about the
Character
Must know to wait for the right
time, season (57)

What the Script Says
aheut the Character

You're too impatient, Inul( and
reckless.
Wants to hunt the Sun

I want to go find the sun and ask
her to help
Wants to capture the sun
I'm Inul( and I'm not little any
more. (58)

Y-0u're a bold little -0ne (58)
Your bear a proud name, lnul(, but
you still have a lot to learn.
You are human
... you want to bring back the sun
and drive me out of my land.
Inul( is young and foolish (59)
You will be consumed
A boy hunting the sun to banish
mer What impudence!
Inul( is hungry
He doesn't know what he is saying
Conceit comes to a bad end
Has foolish and dangerous notions
in his hear (60)
Inul(, you fool
You tried to kill a spirit (62)

I wish I could join them,
It'd be one way to keep warm.

You're too reckless. One day the
spirits'll punish you. (64)

Inul( is drummer (60)
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I'm not scared. (64)
I'm am a Shadow in a land of
Shadows.
Spirits play with me
Help me become a man ...
conquer my fear. (64-65)
Give me strength, speed
I want to hunt the sun.

Has to follow the wind ifhe wants
to become a man. (65)

I am a boy at the mercy of the
wind and moon. (65)
I am afraid of you (wind) but I
stand up to you all the same. (65)

You are still a boy, but you'll be a
man soon. (66)

I'll build you an igloo and go
back to the village to get help.
(68)
Where is the Land of the Dead? I
want to go there and speak with
him (father's spirit). (69)
I can pull my own sled.
I am young and the bear has
given me his flesh to eat. I have
strength now! (70)
I'm a man now. I trust my own
strength. (71)
I've walked for three days now,
the knife edged ice has cut my
boots and my feet are cold and
sore.
I've eaten the last of the bear
meat. I didn't come this far to
die.
I couldn't return to the village,
my mother, empty handed. And
my father dead.
know the direction. There where the light is the colour of
blood. (72)

In between lies a dangerous
journey.
You've killed your first bear.
Inuk you'll be alright. (68)
You're a man now. (68)
... weep, Inuk. And man must
know how to weep. And you're a
man now- albeit a little man. (68)
You're full of lie.
You're sorrow will pass. Life is
full of joy. (68)
Don't be a fool Inuk. (70)
You're a fool to trust the wind,
Inuk.
You ask too many questions. Just
follow me. Follow the wind! (71)
You are lost now, aren't you? You
don't know where to go. (72)
You foolish boy to run after my
dazzling sister!

You find her beautiful. (73)

The polar bear kills
Inuk's father but Inuk
kills the bear.
Breaks down and
cries (68)

Frightened by his
audacity (69)
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My feet are sore. I have little
strength left. And it seems so far
to go. (73)

... you're still little to me (7 4)

I'm not afraid of you. (73)
Without her we have not food.
I've killed my first polar bear. I'm
a big hunter now.
I don't want to fight you. I need
your help. (74)
I am hungry, I need food.
I'm hunting the sun.
If we wait any longer we'll all be
dead. (75)
I am looking for the spirit of my
father. A polar bear killed him,
and I want to find his spirit to
know when and where he returns
to the world. (7 6)

You'll just have to wait. (75)
You're not a hunter yet, my boy.
You'll still have a lot to learn about
the world. You've not only tired
and hungry, you're also lost.
Maybe you'll reach the Land of the
Dead sooner than you think. (77)

It's shameful for a hunter to be
tricked by a fox. (77)
And you leave me here helpless without food or shelter. (77)

I have to admire your courage,
lnuk. You're a little boy, defying
me. (79)

I called you and you didn't ...
I know that. (78)

For you, Inuk, the way to the fire
leads through the water. (79)

I think I've drowned. (80)

You are out to capture the sun.
That's a serious matter. (80)

I don't know where I am.
I don't understand.
No please, don't do that.
I'll try my best. I promise. (81)
That's too difficult.
How do you expect me to know
the answer to something that
doesn't make any sense?
He will kill me. (81)
He isn't going to tell me anything.
He'll tear me to pieces before I
open my mouth. Oh why didn't I
listen to my father! It was foolish

You don't seem to know or
understand very much do you. (80)
You are learning. (81)
You must discover who I am. (81)
Think before you speak, Inuk! Or
I shall feed you to the sharks. (81)
I heard that you boasted that you
were a man, Inuk.
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to go hunting for the sun. (82)
Please, Can I be untied first?
I cannot think bundled up in my
harpoon line. (82)
I wish I was back on firm land.
It's better to be hungry than to be
eaten. (84)
I'm Inuk the mighty hunter. (85)
I've killed a polar bear with my
harpoon. (86)

It's up to you to make him tell you
the secret. (82)
Ahhh - you're learning. (82)
You're an alien creature plucked
from the air .... I warn you! No
one enters my cave uninvited and
lives ... (85)
You've cut off one of my tentacles.
You must die. (85)
Are you trying to frighten me?
(86)

I can't get to the sun without
knowing the answer to the riddle.
(87)
You give me the answer and I
promise you a special gift. (88)
Cross my heart! I won't deceive
you, believe me.
I don't know what you mean. I'm
only a boy. I can't fight these
ferocious sharks. (89)
I've never seen anything so
sparkling, so glittering, so
beautiful ... (89)

Oho! You're only a boy . . .? I
thought you were a man, Inuk, the
mighty Inuit hunter. (89)

Shake off the ice!!! It's me, Inuk,
your son. (92)
Get up, Sun! Rise! I've been
looking for you all over the land
of the North ...

You dare raise your harpoon
against me . . . What impudent
creature are you. (92)

I know now that in your hand I'm
nothing but a toy. I defy you
Spirits! While I have life I must
have the sun. (92)
I belong to the people of the
North. We think of all creatures
as our brothers and sisters. (93)

You're human. You belong to a
race of creatures that thinks the
world was made for them alone!
That's why you must die, I shall
turn you into a block of ice! (93)
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I've travelled the whole length of
the winter earth to fmd the sun.
My people are starving. Our land
is dark and cold, and we have
nothing to eat. We need the sun
to survive.
I meant no harm. I just wanted to
take a chip of the sun to melt the
ice and free my father. (93)
Or maybe capture her and take
her back to the Land of the Inuit.
(94)

You need the sun to survive and
yet you raise your harpoon against
her. You're mad. (93)

... .I love and admire her
warmth, her radiance, her - (94)

You want to take a chip out of the
sun?? (94)
Flattery will get you nowhere.
You've forfeited your life. Prepare
to die. (94)
I like your spirit ... I like the fire
in your eyes. (94)

Just imagine-Inuk, the mighty
Inuit hunter, married to the Sun!
(97)

Enough wheedling and fawning!!
How dare you, you impudent little
boy - how dare you try to flatter
the Sun with empty words! (95)

It's a cruel law that separates
what belongs together. (97)

... he's not a little boy, not any
longer. Only a man would have the
courage and the knowledge to
enter here. (95)

All things have their season ....
Yes, I remember now ... A long
time ago. When we started out on
our hunt.

He must solve the riddle or he is
lost. (95)

... come back with me to our
people, Father ... we need you,
Father. I need you ... I can't

No, not Inuk, the mighty hunter-I
go with Inuk, the understanding
and loving man. (97)

(timidly) (93)
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All things have their season ....
Yes, I remember now ... A long
time ago. When we started out on
our hunt .
. . . come back with me to our
people, Father ... we need you,
Father. I need you ... I can't
return to the village without you,
Father! (98)

Don't grieve, Inuk. You're a man
now. My spirit will return to your
children. (98)

You shall keep your promise. (99)

I almost forgot I made a promise
-(98)
0 beautiful Spirit of the Sun your
fire makes me stronger than
whale, musk-ox and polar bear,
your light makes me happier than
seal or arctic hare, I'm a shadow
in a land of shadow no more. I'm
Inuk, a man now in his stride, I
bring to my people the Sun as my
bride. (99)

Oho! You're only a boy ... ? I
thought you were a man, Inuk, the
mighty Inuit hunter. (89)

'
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Character Analysis for the Spirit of the Caribou
The Great Spirit of the Caribou is honored and celebrated by the Inuit, as he generously
provides them with fur, oil, and food. Traditionally the Spirit of the Caribou is called upon in
ritual song and dance to help the Inuit with finding game and achieving a successful hunt. He is
the protector of the caribou herd, who follow and live by the sun.

What the Character Says about
Himself

Spirit of the Caribou
What Others Say about the Character

I am the protector of the
caribou. (61)

Let's call the Spirit of the Caribou to
help. (60)

I cannot help you. Not until my
herds retu-u-r-r-r-n ... (62)

We Inuit must hunt to live
And owe our lives to what you give . . .
We sing and dance our praise to you.
Help us we're hungry... cannot find
game.
We need your help, Great Spirit, ...
Help us find game!
When we're by snow and wind pursued
You give us fur and oil and food.
We honour the caribou and help you
against the foxes and wolves. We
never kill more than we need to live.
(61)
We celebrate the grace and courage of
the caribou in our song and dances. (62)

What the Script
Says about the
Character

)

I
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Character Analysis for the Spirit of the Moon
The Spirit of the Moon is the first element spirit to appear in the play. His antagonistic
entrance is quite startling. He aggressively interjects his commanding presence into Inuk's
conversation with his father. The cold and bitter Spirit of the Moon describes himself as his alter
ego the moon:
Do you know who I am? ... the Spirit of the Moon. That's right. And don't you
forget it. I'm the Moon. I rule this land of the long night. The black sky is my
dominion, and the stars are spirits in my service. I make a glittering feast of the
night. (59)
The Spirit of the Sun is his sparkling, sizzling sister, and together they symbolize the
complimentary and contrasting, antithetical aspects of the Inuit world: woman and man, hot and
cold, day and night, light and dark, summer and winter, bright and dim, fire and ice, sweet and
bitter, life and death, and white and black. The sun "consumes herself with fiery passion" while
he remains "immutable and at peace" (59). He is incredulous that a small Inuit boy would dare to
consider hunting the sun rather than bending to his imposing will. He is the menacing "ruler of
the land of the long night" (59). Inuk precociously tells this daunting Spirit of the Long Night
that he is "so cold ... and so bitter cold" (59).
The Spirit of the Moon
What Others Say about the
Character

What the Character Says about
Himself
... that's right, and don't you
forget it. I'm the Moon. I rule this
land of the long night.
The black sky is my domain, and
the starts are spirits in my service.
I make a glittering feast of the
night.

You're the Spirit of the Moon.
(59)
. . . you're so cold, Moon, so
bitter cold
You're nothing without her (the
Sun) you wax and wane because .

..

What the Script Says
about the Character
He's frightening (58)
Asks for right
questions .
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I paint your igloos and your
hunting grounds as white as my ?
so that you should find your way
in the long winter night.
My sister (is) the sun.
But me, me you must respect and
admire because I shall outlast her.
I am immutable and at peace.
I am who I am.
I never change.
I am peace. (69)

He has an igloo in the clouds (60)
... under the Moon, the cold
wind holds sway. Nothing moves
without his consent while he
rides the mounds of the snow.
(62)
. .. laughs while he tells lnuk to
weep! That is how he deceives
the living. (69)

I can't. I won't (guide you). (70)

Don't delude yourself, Moon!
You're forever on the move too,
except that you're locked into the
monotony of your prescribed
circles.(69)

I'll light up the whole length of my
long night to watch the wind lead
you astray. (71)

You're just jealous of the Sun
because she's more beautiful than
you. (73)

Don't you know it's I who rule the
Land of the Long Night?!(73)

Its easy for you to mock me,
Moon. You're not hungry and
tired ... (77)

I have no more to say. (73)
Remember to hail me, hail the
Moon! (73)
... me, the illustrious ruler of the
night. (79)
... I remain behind - immutable
and at peace. (79)

His light is the colour of the cruel
polar bear, and his heart is a chip
of ice. (77)
You've nothing to do but lie
around the black sky sunning
yourself and scoffmg at those of
us who've got work to do. (78)

With a menacing air.
(73)
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Character Analysis for the Spirit of the Wind
Abruptly, the Spirit of the Wind swoops down from the sky and answers Inuk's call for
help in becoming a man. He is "the breath of the spirits (71)" and a powerful and intimidating
force of nature, but favors and is true to those who stand up to his formidable presence. Though
the heavens are his place he "knows every comer of the earth from the mountains across the
tundra to the sea" (71). Extremely variable, the Spirit of the Wind is very busy and forever on the
move. He is an unrelenting rival to the Spirit of the Moon, but "under the moon, the cold wind
holds sway" (62).
Spirit of the Wind
What the Character Says about
Themselves

So you're afraid of me, are you,
lnuk? (65)

I favor the brave. (65)
My directions are always true. ( 65)

What Others Say about the
Character

What the Script Says
about the Character

The wind brings us nothing but
snow. And it strangles the bark in
the throat of our dogs. (61)

The wind is howling.
(63)

... under the moon, the cold
wind holds sway. Nothing moves
without his consent while he
rides the hounds of snow.
The wind never listens. When
he's awake he raises his voice so
nothing else can be heard. And
when he's asleep he's deaf
Doesn't want to help Inuit. (62)
It's too dark to read the map the
wind has drawn in the snow. (63)
I'm a boy at the mercy of the
wind .... Help me become a
man. You've led us astray too
often. I don't trust you. (65)
His heart is full of air. (69)

I pity you (Moon). You're jealous of
my freedom to come as I please.
Envies Spirit of the Moon
"because you're condemned to be
I know where you can find the sun.
forever on the move.

The wind now is at
full force. Abruptly
the Spirit of the
Wind swoops down
from the sky and
suddenly-all is still.
(65)
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I'll show you the way there. (70)
Though heaven is my place on
earth, I know every comer of the
earth from the mountains across the
tundra to the sea. (71)
Follow me.
I'm busy raising huskies of snow
and driving them southward across
the tundra toward the sun.
Right and I've taken a short break to
do just that.

Empty boasts! Empty promises!
You listen to the wind and you're
lost. (71)
He's gentle as a summer breeze
now to hide that he's a killer at
heart. (71)
The wind abandoned me (75)
I called you and you didn't come.
(77)
That's the wind for you - nothing
but noise! (78)
As a special favour to the Spirit
of the Wind, and because he
specifically asked me to, I'm
prepared to help you find the sun.
(81)
You promised to show me the
way to the sun. (78)

-
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Character Analysis for Father
Knowledgeable and cautious, Inuk's father is a wise and loving patriarch of the village,
exhibiting shamanistic abilities to converse naturally with the metaphysical realm. He
respectfully addresses the Spirits and is shocked by his son's precocious audacity. His belief
system is summed up in the Inuit word Ayorama-all things have a season. Fatalistic, patient,
and accepting in the face of all of his encounters, to him all things have a season and time and
are to be patiently awaited, as it is decreed. Calm in the face of death, he is ready to leave behind
the world of struggle, and secure that his spirit will return with the birth oflnuk's child.
Ultimately he is proud oflnuk's accomplished transition into manhood and betrothal to the sun.

What the Character Says about
Himself

Father
What Others Say about the
Character

Everything happens as the spirits
have decreed. That is why we must
wait. Wait for the right moment to
shoot the arrow. Wait with the
harpoon over the ice hole for the
seal. Wait for the return of the
caribou and the sun.
We must let the secrets of the world
be.
Honour the caribou. (61)
Hunter never kills more than we
need to live. That is the law of the
north. (61)
I'm not sorry to leave this world of
struggling ... (68)
In the Land of the Dead I'll find Listen, Father! You'll be alright!
peace...
(68)
Perhaps the sun shines there
forever. (68).
I'll build you an igloo and go back

What the Script
Says about the
Character
Wise
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to the village to get help. You'll be
My season is done. Leave me the alright. (68)
peace I've found. (97)
All things have their season ...
The living need each other in their Yes, I remember now ... A long
time ago, when we started out on
struggles. (98)
It's decreed that my struggles are our hunt. My father said that. (97)
over.
My time is up, Inuk:. Ayorama. (98)
Character Analysis for the Mother
Mother
What Others Say about the
What the Character Says about
Character
Herself
Can't return to Mother empty
concerned about lack of food
and blubber for oil lamps
handed. (75)
B1ubberlamps(61)

Mother needs father (98)
lnuk: must take care of Mother
As Mother has taken care of
lnuk: (98)

What the Script Says about the
Character
Assists in a ritual dance along
with the villagers. (56)
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Character Analysis for the Spirit of the Ice
The Spirit of the Ice is Sedna's son and Inuk's antagonistic rival for the Spirit of the Sun.
He is demanding, domineering, and threatening. He is cold, loud and moves slowly and stealthily
and uses his powers to imprison others in solid blocks of ice. His mother stole the Sun from the
Sea Monster and gave her to him, where she remains captive and locked in ice for the winter. He
resides in the glistening Great Hall of the Iceberg, which is an underwater glacial residence
guarded by two voracious sharks located at the edge of the earth. lnuk ingeniously is able to
solve three riddles and with his wit, wins the Sun's love and admiration as his betrothed, but each
year the sun will seasonally return to the magnificent Great Hall of the Iceberg, as decreed by
nature's law.

What the Character Say
about Himself

Spirit of the Ice
What Others Say about the
Character
Sedna: "Two ferocious sharks
guard the entrance to the Great
Hall of the Iceberg ....There's
no darkness in the Iceberg.
Once you're inside the Great
Hall, everything will be bright
and clear. Because you will
fmd the sun there" (82).

What Script Says about the
Character

"Every year I (Sea Monster)
snatch the sun from the sky,
but Sedna takes her away from
me and gives her to the Spirit
of the Ice, her own son, who
A startling, dazzling change of
keeps her in the Great Hall of light! We're in the Great Hall
the Iceberg" (87).
of the Iceberg. Everything
glistens and sparkles in white,
silver and soft turquoise. The
"The light is so bright ... Like Spirit of the Ice sits in a frozen
summer snow.... And yet it's position on a block of ice
so cold! ... fallen into the
which glitters golden because
Moon.... never seen anything the Sun is evidently locked in
so sparkling, so glittering, so
it: what movements he makes
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You dare use your harpoon
against me the Spirit of the
Ice, in my own Great Hall?
What impudent creature are
you?!! (92)

beautiful. ... the Great Hall of
the Iceberg .... Oh, Good
Spirits, don't let me freeze to
death here!" (91 ).

(sharp loud-like ice
crackling) (92)

(thundering) Silence! !! (93)
I shall turn you into a block
of ice! (93)
I too have my place in the
order of thing. (93)

"Even I must melt and
return in new forms. That's
the law" (98).

must be slow and stiff. Inuk's
father lies frozen inside
another block of ice. lnuk
enters and stares in awe and
amazement at the radiant
magnificence of the Great
Hall. (91)

(thundering) (93)
Sedna: "The Sun is betrothed
to the Spirit of the Ice ...
She'll never be wholly yours
(Inuk's). Every year she must
return for a time here to the
Great Hall of the Iceberg ... "
(97).

(in disbelief) (94)
(interrupts him) (94)
The Spirit of the Ice stealthily
gets hold oflnuk's harpoon
and suddenly hurls it at him!
(99)
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Character Analysis for the Sea Monster
The Sea Monster, is a giant terribly ferocious and menacing blind octopus-like monster
who shows no mercy. "He cannot see you, but he feels a sense of you with his tentacles from the
slightest movement in the water... " (86). He probes the air and once he captures his victims, he
sucks the life out of them and then feeds them to the sharks to feast upon. The Sea Monster sings
an incantation:
I'm the Monster of the Sea.
With my many tentacles
I choke my enemy.
I choke the whale
and I choke the sharkI'm as mean as can be
because I live in the dark
and I cannot see.

But I can sense and I feel
every movement in the water
whether it's creature or ship's keel.
Someone's entered my cave,
Someone too bold and too brave.
It isn't seal or whale or shark
Because I know them in the dark,
I know their song, their whistle and their bark. (85, 86)
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As Inuk chops off one of his tentacles, the Sea Monster immediately sprouts two new ones in its
place.
All the fish, even the whale and the shark, are afraid of him. He's so powerful that
once upon a time he climbed out of the sea to break a large piece out of the sky.
He wanted to have it for a ceiling in his underwater cave. But the sun blinded him,
and he fell back into the sea. Now, in revenge, he snatches the beautiful sun from
the sky every year ... He wants to keep the golden sun imprisoned in his cave
until she gives him back his sight. (66)
He vehemently hates Sedna because she once banished him to live in a black, dark, sea cave.
Every year, Sedna steals the sun away from him to give to her son, the Spirit of the Ice. The Sea
Monster knows Sedna's secret, which is a riddle that Inuk must solve in his quest. On their return
journey to the Inuit village, the Spirit of the Sun throws a "handful of sunrays into his cave to
light it up as bright as a summer morning." Even ifhe can't see it "he'll feel the light" (99).

What the Character Says
about Himself
Self

Sea Monster
What Others Say about the Character

Other
That's the giant Sea Monster. He is blind
I sense a presence ... an
and ferocious. All the fish, even the whale
alien presence ... I do not and the shark, are afraid of him He's so
tolerate uninvited visitors powerful that once upon a time he climbed
out of the sea to break a large piece out of
mmycave.
I'm the Monster of the
the sky. He wanted to have it for a ceiling
Sea. With my tentacles
in his underwater cave. But the sun blinded
him, and he fell back into the sea. Now, in
I choke my enemy.
I choke the whale
revenge, he snatches the beautiful sun from
and I choke the sharkthe sky every year. The wild geese always
try to stop him, but he makes an arrow of
I'm as mean as can be
them and shoots them way ... way into the
because I live in the dark
and I cannot see ... (85)
air until they disappear in the clouds. He
I warn you! No one enters wants to keep the golden sun imprisoned in

What the Script Says
about the Character
Author
Inuk arrives at the
cave of the Sea
Monster. He is
terrified by the huge
octopus-like creature
(85).
full of menace
pro bes the air with
his tentacles (85)
The Sea Monster has
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my cave and lives ... My
tentacles will catch you.
Beware! (85)
I hate the Goddess of the
Sea. It's she who banished
me to this black cave.
Every year I snatch the
sun from the sky, but
Sednatakesheraway
from me and gives her to
the Spirit of the Ice ... I
hate Sedna (87).
Referring to the second
riddle, "That's my secret"
(88).
I shall come and tear out
your heart if you deceive
me! (88)

his cave until she give him back his sight..
.. The giant Sea Monster knows no mercy.
He cannot see you, but he feels a sense of
you with his tentacles from the slightest
movement in the water.... ifhe catches
you he'll tear you apart, and the sharks will
have a feast (66-67).
The Sea Monster knows the answer (to the
second riddle) (81).
I can't ask him. I don't even know where to
find him.
He will find you. The seals will take you to
his cave.
But the Sea Monster is a terrible giant. I
dreamt of him. He'll kill me (81).
It's up to you to make him tell you the
secret (82).
He'll tear me apart before I can open my
mouth (82).
... a chunk of sunlight to stick in your
ceiling. Then you'll be able to see again.
Because you're not really blind. It's because
of the darkness in your cave that you can't
see (88).
Don't worry, you won't be in the dark any
more. All you need is a chunk of sunlight
(88).
What a sad story! 88)
Thank you, you kind monster. You'll have
your sunlight yet ... provided I survive the
sharks that guard the entrance to the
Iceberg (89).
When we rise above the sea I'll throw a
handful of sun-rays into his cave to light it
up as bright as a summer morning, but
whether it will cure his blindness ... He'll
know the season has come round again
(99).
He'll feel the light ifhe can't see it (99).

been trying to
capture Inuk with his
tentacles, but so far
Inuk has eluded him.
He is now
exasperated. (85)
Inuk cuts off another
tentacle, and the Sea
Monster
immediately sprouts
two new ones to
replace it (86).
whispers at length in
Inuk ear and then
lets him go (88)
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Character Analysis for the Spirit of the Sun
Every season of the long night the Spirit of the Sun, "the supreme ruler of everything,"
disappears from the Inuit Land of the North, and all the animals follow her lead, leaving few
resources for food for the Inuit people of the North. (94)
No one knows for sure where she goes when she leaps over the edge of the world.
Some say, into the sea to warm the fish. Other's say she goes to shine for the
spirits of the dead. There are even rumors that she is under the curse of an evil
spirit. But no one knows. (57)
The beautiful, young, radiant sun is universally loved by all and she is brighter and warmer than
her insecure brother, the Spirit of the Moon, who is jealous of her overwhelming popularity in
the Arctic North. The Spirit of the Sun quietly slips into the Great Hall of the Iceberg, in the last
episode unnoticed by either Inuk or the Spirit of the Ice, a rival for the Suns attention and
admirations. lnuk praises and courts this dazzling subject of his love and devotion in verse:
0 Great Spirit of the Sun,
I didn't know
you were so beautiful
-and still so young.
Now I understand
why the animals follow you
and joy colours the land
wherever you go.

Come back with me,
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drive the long night away,
break the ice-crust off the sea
and wake the lavish day!
Scatter your flowers,
bring back the beastsso that in your honour
we may tell our stories
and sing and dance and feast. (94)
The Spirit of the Sun offers to return to the village with lnuk as his bride and he responds:
0 beautiful Spirit of the Sun,

your fire makes me stronger
than whale, musk-ox and polar bear,
your light makes me happier
than seal or arctic hare.
I'm a shadow in a land of shadows no more.
I'm Inuk, a man now in his stride,
I bring to my people the Sun as my bride.

What the Character
Says about Herself

Spirit of the Sun
What Others Say about the Character
No one know for sure where the Sun goes when
she leaps over the edge of the world (winter).
(57)
Some say, into the sea to warm the fish. Other
say she goes to shine for the spirits of the dead.
There are even rumors that she is under the
curse of an evil spirit. But no one knows.
The Sun is brighter and warmer.
Everybody loves her. Her love is deadly. Her

What the Script
Says
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love will burn you up.
She consumes herself with fiery passion.
All animals follow the Sun.
She's more beautiful than you. (73)
Her fire is fatal. Her light blinds you. Her scarlet
rays are nothing but a net of fire in which to trap
you and burn you up. (73)
... without her we have no food. Her fire is the
fire oflife. When she comes the ice runs away,
the animals return, and the rocks burst into
flowers.
I need to bring her back to the land of the Inuit .

..
I pardon him. (94)
... Your fire burns in
my eyes ... your light
that flushed our skies.
... so beautiful and
still so young (94)

She'll come back, you just have to wait. (75)
She always comes back. Every year. (75)
When the sun come to up, our land is full of
color and life and beauty. (87)
Capture the Sun?? The supreme ruler of
everything - capture her and take her away???
(94)
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Character Analysis for Sedna
The story of Sedna the Goddess of the Sea is a prominent legend in Inuit religion and
folklore. Against her will Sedna's father married her off to a young hunter who took her to his
island home where she discovered that he was actually a sinister raven in disguise. After much
unhappiness eventually her father paddled out to rescue his unhappy daughter. The angry raven
pursued them as they tried to escape in their kayak. When a fierce Arctic storm threatened to
overturn them her father tried to save himself and sacrificed his daughter by tossing her into the
icy sea. He tried to beat her away from the edge of the kayak with his paddle causing her frozen
fingers to break off. As her fingers cracked off her hands and sunk away they became the seals
and the severed stumps of her hands turned into the whales. Sedna also sank to the bottom of the
sea and became the ruthless ruler of the sea with her loyal companions the seals. It is believed
that it is Sedna's wrath and fury against man that drives the violent and tumultuous sea storms.
The Inuits have great respect for this powerful deity and this is the reason that after a successful
seal hunt the Inuit "drops water into the mouth of the mammal, [as] a gesture to thank Sedna for
her kindness in allowing him to feed his family" (Sedna).
In the play Sedna is the undisputed, ugly and imperious goddess and ruler of the sea. She
lives under the ice in the sea and is surrounded and served by a slew of silly singing seals. Sedna
asks Inuk to solve the following riddle:
Wind or Moo1rwho is the groom,
who is the bride
crying in the tide? (83)
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It turns out that Sedna is the Moon's bride, and she is crying in the tide, because her betrothed
Moon, puts off the wedding month after month, and she fears they'll never be married. Sedna
cradles the Moon on her waves but he can never truly be hers. Sedna undergoes a physical
transformation that is parallel to Inuk's polar attitude change. According to Sedna, it is Inuk who
makes the biggest transformation. As lnuk's understanding and courage increases, the more
beautiful Sedna appears.
Sedna - Goddess of the Sea
What the Character Say about
Herself
I ask the questions here (80)
As a favour to the Spirit of the
Wind, ... I'm prepared to help
you find the sun... Are you
trying to insult me?! (81)

It's you who has changed, not
I. Understanding has changed
you, and courage. The better
you understand and the braver
you are, the more beautiful I
and all things shall be. (96)

What Others Say about the
Character

What the Script Says

But who are you? (80)
You must be one of the sea
witches. (81)
No, but you're so ugly. (81)
You are Sedna, the Goddess of
the Sea! (84)
Every year ... Sedna takes
her away from me and give
here to the Spirit of the
Iceberg, her own son ... (87)
You, Goddess of the Sea!
You're the moon's bride. (96)
(You are crying in the tide)
Because you're betrothed to
the Moon. But month after
month the Moon puts off the
wedding. You cry in the tide
because you fear you'll never
be married to him. You cradle
the Moon on your waves but
he can never be yours. (96)
I don't believe my eyes ...
How you've changed! Just a
moment ago you looked like
an old hag, now you're a
beautiful woman. How can
you change like that?

Ugly and imperious (80)

Bursting in (95)

Sedna quickly changes from
an ugly hag to a beautiful
young woman. (96)
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Character Analysis for the Seals
At the end of Episode Six, Inuk is pulled "into the sea and under the ice" by a seal (79).
Other seals surround Inuk and together they cheerfully deliver him to their formidable mistress,
Sedna the Goddess of the Sea. They happily and stealth fully give Inuk the answer to the first
riddle that he must solve. The seals deliver him to the cave of the Sea Monster and eventually to
the Great Hall of the Iceberg. These cheerful seals enjoy singing their favorite jingle:
We're the seals,
the cheerful seals,
we sleep on ice
and eat codfish and eels.

We are the seals
with flippers and tail,
we're hunted by man.
By shark and by whale.
We're nowhere safe,
so we live with fear
but all the same
we're full of cheer. (90)
Later the gregarious seals come up with a plan to trick the sharks that guard the Great
Hall of the Iceberg, and take delight in their successful accomplishments in the following refrain:
You were tricked by a boy,
you silly shark,
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your teeth are bright
but your brains are dark.
You were tricked by a boy
and by the cheerful seals
who sleep on ice
and eat codfish and eels. (91)
Seals
What the characters say about themselves

What others say about the characters

We are seals
Cheerful seals
Sleep on ice
Eat codfish and eels
Live under the ice in winter
Have flippers and tail
Hunted by men, by sharks and by whale
Nowhere safe
Live with fear. (79)
Happy- Yes! Sad-No!
Because we serve Sedna
Goddess of the Sea (83)
... we'll outsmart them (90)

Thanks you, good seals, thank you.
I'll always be your friend. (90)
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Character Analysis for the Arctic Fox
Arctic Fox
What the Characters Say about
What Others Say about the
What the Script Says
Character
Himself
But I don't know the way there He has relatives in the Land of
(76)
the Sun. (76)
He should know.
But beware! He's sly. He
I've never there, I've only
heard talk out it. (76)
doesn't like to give away his
He's tricky and tricks Inuk
(76)
secrets.
You
are
lying.
You
have
I know who can show you the
way - the whistling swan!
relatives in the Land of the
(77)
Sun,
There's no such thing as an
honest foxHe tricked you (lnuk)! (77)

Character Analysis for the Muskox
Muskox
What the Character Says about
What Others Say about the
Himself
Character
We can run you into the
Shaggy fur keeps you warm.
ground quicker than a
(75)
blizzard. (74)
Lay down you harpoon then.
Now we can talk in peace.
(74)
Food is scarce for us too. We
have to scratch through ice
and snow for scraps of grass.
(74)
The seasons measure our
patience as well as our
courage. (74)

What the Script Says about the
Character
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Beats Analysis and Active Verbs
1. Yin-Yang (56)

•

RAVEN: Chants, crouches

2. Hunger Sets In (56)
•

INUK: Frets,

•

FATHER: Restrains, sucks

3. Sun Seek (57)
•

INUK: Interrogates

•

FATHER: Instructs

4. Voice of the Spirits (58)
•

MOON: Ridicules

•

INUK: Brags

5. Sibling Rivalry of the Spirits (59)
•

INUK: Taunts

•

FATHER: Apologizes

•

MOON: Commands

6. Bucking Traditions (60)
•

INUK: Bucks

•

FATHER: Bridles

•

MOON: Splits

7. Calling the Caribou (60)
•

FATHER: begs

•

MOTHER: Praises
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•

ALL: Pleads

8. Caribou Comes (61)
•

FATHER: Pleads

•

MOTHER: Begs

•

CARIBOU: Dodges

9. Greek Chorus: Famine not Feast (62)
•

MOTHER: Endures, implodes

•

FATHER: Moans

•

RAVEN: Circles

10. Call of the Wild (63)
•

FATHER: Waits, sustains

•

INUK: Barks

11. Lure of Aurora (64)
•

INUK: Lurches

•

FATHER: Reigns in, suffocates, suppresses

12. Shadow Speak (64)
•

INUK: Whimpers

13. Wind Wager (65)
•

WIND: Entices

•

INUK: Hesitates

14. Prophecy (66)
•

DREAM: Forewarns

15. The Struggles (67)
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•

FATHER: Struggles

•

INUK: Attacks

16. Crossing the Thresholds (68)
•

FATHER: Releases

•

INUK: Pleads

17. Spirited Competition (68)
•

MOON: Wheedles

•

WIND: Consoles

•

INUK: Inquires

18. Bear Booster (71)
•

MOON: Gloats

•

INUK: Strides

•

WIND: Leads

19. Greek Chorus (71)
•

RAVEN: Caws, spins, dives

20. Trail to Trials (72)
•

INUK: Perseveres

•

MOON: Scoffs

21. Musk-Oxen Messenger (74)
•

MOON: Pontificates

•

INUK: Explicates

22. Outfoxed (76)
•

INUK: Attacks
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•

FOX: Tricks

23. Moon Mockery (77)
•

MOON: Mocks

•

INUK: Concurs

24. Rematch (77)
•

WIND: Solicits

•

MOON: Jeers

•

INUK: Reprimands

25. Do It!
•

WIND: Directs

•

INUK: Hesitates

•

MOON: Admires

26. The Belly of the Whale (79)
•

SEALS: Frolic

27. The Meeting of the Goddess (80)
•

SEDNA: Dominates

•

INUK: Complies

28. Atonement with the Father (82)
•

INUK: Vacillates

•

SEDNA: Coaches

29. First Riddle (82)
•

INUK: Pleads

•

SEDNA: Capitulates
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•

SEALS: Reveal

30. Apotheosis (30)
•

INUK: Pretends

•

SEDNA: Rages

31. Who is the Groom (84)
•

SEDNA: Riddles

•

INUK: Fidgets

32. Oedipus Seas the Light (85)
•

INUK: Quivers

•

SEA MONSTER: Menaces

33. Reconciliation (86)
•

INUK: Engages

•

SEA MONSTER: Reconciles

34. Out Sharking the Sharks (89)
•

INUK: Hesitates

•

SEALS: Trick

35. In the Crystal Hall (91)
•

INUK: Marvels

36. Reach for the Sun (92)
•

ICE: Thunders

•

INUK: Advances

37. Fiery Eyes (94)
•

SUN: Admires
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•

INUK: Worships

•

ICE: Scolds

38. The Third Condition (95)
•

SEDNA: Quizzes

•

ICE: Hopes

•

INUK: Solves

39. Transformation of the Goddess (96)
•

SEDNA: Transforms

•

INUK: Enlightens

40. Enlightenment (97)
•

SUN: Surrenders

•

INUK: Gushes

•

SEDNA: Legislates

41. Letting Go of Father (97)
•

ICE: Pouts

•

FATHER: Instructs

•

INUK: Clings

•

SEDNA: Presides

42. The Last Promise (98)
•

INUK: Fulfills

•

SUN:Supports

43. The Triumphant Return (99)
•

INUK: Struts
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44. The Sunrise (99)
•

SUN: Dances

•

SEDNA: Circles

•

INUK: Hurls

•

ICE: Attacks

45. Will the Circle be Unbroken (45)
•

RAVEN: Circles, spins, sails
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Analysis of Dramatic Action
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Ideas of the Play
Inuk and the Sun is Inuk's coming-of-age play, appropriately foretold in its title, as the
word "inuk" is an Inuit word meaning man. This boy experiences personal growth and
enlightenment through his hero's journey. With the loss of his father he is forced to grow up and
become a man, ultimately attaining the love of the sun. "It is a fantasy which explores on an
archetypal level our need to understand and accept our place in nature in order to survive" (55).
Inuk is overwhelmed by the harshness of his arctic homeland and the "fundamental strangeness
of life in the North, in which little is stable, absolute, or predictable" (Norman 279). Inuk
complains throughout the play that he is a "shadow in the land of shadows" and through his
process of maturation, the journey, and the course of the play, he is able to find the unique
resources required to sustain life in such a harsh world. At the end of the play the spirit of his
father reminds Inuk that, "The living need each other in their struggles" (98). Ultimately he
comes to accept his constantly changing place in nature, and reaches equilibrium and balance
with his metaphysical existence, and is a "shadow in the land of shadows no more" (99).
The Inuit idea of"ayorama" expresses that "everything happens as the spirits have
decreed" (57), as well as "that all things have their season" (59). This theme is repeated
throughout the play. Inuk's father, the wise and loving patriarch, is in tune with this thought and
wants to impart this vital traditional value to his young impetuous son. Inuk impatiently longs to
be recognized as a competent hunter and naively tries to impose his youthful worldview. He
goes against the flow while exhibiting his immaturity and brashness by hunting the sun-the
source of all Inuit game. Inuk sets out on a traditional father-son hunting adventure, which
ultimately turns into what Joseph Campbell, coined the "monomythic hero quest." Inuk goes
through a process of self-discovery as he encounters challenges and passes a series of tests. He
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grows from these positive and conflicting interactions with the metaphysical world. Beissel uses
antithetical conceptual imagery throughout the play, which is visually summarized in the
eloquent, black and white Tao symbol of the Yin-Yang. The seals summarize this theme when
they suggest to lnuk, "No need to conquer the shark. Just accept the light with the dark" (89).
In Episode One, Inuk's village has been holed up because of the severe weather
conditions and the people have been patiently waiting out blizzards and unrelenting winds for
seven days. Inuk declares that he "cannot wait any longer. I want to prove myself a man, Father,
and a man is a hunter" (59). Father reminds Inuk that: "A hunter knows how to wait ....
Ayorama." Even more emphatically he tells him that: "Everything happens as the spirits have
decreed. That is why we must know how to wait ... for the right moment ... " (59). When lnuk
suggests that they should seek the sun in order to restore the rich abundance of summer to the
frozen landscape, Father repeats this refrain and cautions his son saying, "We must let the secrets
of the world be. It's as the spirits have decreed. Ayorama." He reminds Inuk that he is "too
impatient ... and reckless." Also the Spirit of the Moon advises Father to: "Teach him [Inuk]
then that all things have their season" (59). Later in Episode Six, the Muskox cautions Inuk to
"wait" and reminds lnuk that: "Everything has its season ... The seasons measure our patience as
well as our courage" (75). Even while dying from a fatal bear attack, Father reassuringly says,
"Don't grieve, lnuk ... Ayorama ... All is decreed" (68).
In Episode Ten the Spirit of the Sun explains that although she is betrothed to lnuk, every
season she must return for a time to the Great Hall of the Iceberg. She counters Inuk's protests by
reminding him that: "All things have their season-remember, Inuk?" (97). Recalling his father's
words, Inuk replies: "All things have their season ... Yes, I remember now ... A long time ago.
When we started out on our hunt. My father said that" (97). lnuk is reminded one last time of the
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virtues of waiting while he negotiates to return home to his village with the Spirit of his dead
father. His father's spirit protests: "My time is up, lnulc Ayorama" (98).
Inuk:'s father's death is a central example of the life and death theme of the play. Author
Henry Beissel explained that for him, death is just the other side of life, each phenomena being
essential to the other. "You must be able to celebrate death if you want to celebrate life" (51).
This idea of life and death parallels the eastern concept of complementary and balanced
antithetical forces of the Tao, symbolized by the black and white Yin-Yang graphic image.
The outer black circle represents "everything" and the black "yin" and white "yang"
shapes within the circle represent the interaction of two contrasting energies. The circle is not
completely black or white and each shape contains some of the other, as they cannot exist
without the other. The shape of the Yin-Yang symbol suggests a continual movement of these
two contrasting energies in a seasonal cyclical rotation of change similar to the forces of nature:
sun and moon, day and night, hot and cold, summer and winter, feast and famine, and life and
death. Sedna consoles lnuk: as he grieves the loss of his father and says that, "Everything must
forever change and go on changing lnuk:. That is the law" (99). In the play the Spirit of the Sun is
the antithetical cyclical contrasting force to her jealous brother the Spirit of the Moon. The
insecure moon is told that "he is nothing without her" and he resents that Inuk:'s intentions are to
"bring back the sun and drive me out of my land" (59). Inuk tells him that, "you're so cold,
Moon, so bitter cold" while the "sun is brighter and warmer" (59).
Joseph Campbell used the Jungian concept of archetypes and the collective unconscious
to map out the universal underlying structure common to the shape-shifting religions and
mythologies of the world. In The Hero with a Thousand Faces, Campbell encodes the
fundamental framework and parallels common to all cultures throughout the world. "The
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archetypes to be discovered and assimilated are precisely those that have inspired, throughout the
annals of human culture, the basic images ofritual, mythology, and vision" (Hero 18). Campbell
lays out the standard path, or nuclear unit, of this monomyth into a formula for the essential "rites
of passage: separation-initiation-return" (Hero 30).
The hero therefore, is the man or woman who has been able to battle past his
personal and local historical limitations to the generally valid normally human
forms. Such a one's visions, ideas, and inspirations come pristine from the
primary springs of human life and thought ... The hero has died as a modern
man; but as eternal man-perfected, unspecific, universal man-he has been
reborn. (Hero 19-20)
The following table maps how Inuk's quest fits into Campbell's monomythic model, and
how it similarly compares to the format found in the feature film Star Wars (Brennan, Sparks,
Hero ix). The hero, Inuk, ventures forth impetuously from the mundane ordinary cold village
world of hunger, and enters into a supernatural metaphysical world of the spirits where "fabulous
forces are there encountered" (Hero 30). Inuk is initiated by performing three tasks and correctly
answering Sedna's riddle and a "decisive victory is won." His success not only insures his own
life but also makes his marriage to the Spirit of the Sun possible. Intermarriages between
"animals, spirits, and mankind" are common themes in Inuit mythology (Norman 279). Inuk will
triumphantly return to his village not only as, "Inuk, the mighty Inuit hunter, married to the Sun!"
but which, his betrothed softly reminds and corrects him, that she rather goes willingly with,
"Inuk, the understanding and loving man" (97). The hero, Inuk, returns from this "mysterious
adventure with the power to bestow boons on his fellow man"-bringing to his people the life
sustaining sun and radiant abundance that summer avails (Hero 30).
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Monomyth Model
The Hero
with a
Thousand
Faces

I: Departure
The call to
adventure

Refusal of
the call

Supernatural
aid

Crossing the
first
threshold
Belly of the
whale

II: Initiation
The road of
trials
The meeting
with the
goddess
Temptation
away from
path
Atonement
with the
Father

Apotheosis

lnuk and the Sun

Star Wars Origins:
JoseQh Campbell
And
The Hero's Journey

The Hero's
Journey in
Campbell's
Hero with a
Thousand Faces
and
Star Wars

Go hunting to find game (57)

Princess Leia's
message

Impatient, refuses to wait
Hunter know how to wait
Ayorama (57)
Defies nature, wants to capture the
Sun (58).
Spirit of the Wind: "I know where
you can find the sun. I'll show you
the way there" (70).

Must help with the
harvest

Escapes death by killing the polar
bear (68)

Escaping Tatooine

Under water world dive

Trash compactor

Trail of trials: Inuk with seals
enters Sedna's underwater cave
(79)
Meeting with Sedna, Goddess of
the Sea (80)

Light saber practice

Luke's efforts to
save Leia

Princess Leia

Finds Leia

"too difficult," "doesn't make
sense," "I don't understand" (81)
trying to get away
"Why didn't I listen to my Father!
It was foolish to go hunting the
sun" (82). "How I wish I were
back on firm land. It's better to be
hungry than to be eaten" (84).
Inuk solves Sedna's three tasks and

Luke is tempted by
the Dark Side

Obi-wan rescues
Luke from
sandpeople

R2D2's holograph
of Princess Leia:
classic princess in
distress
Parental blocking
figure, Uncle
Owen, reminds
Luke of familial
responsibilities.
Obi Wan KenobiMerlin figure;
talisman is father's
light saber.
Luke's leaving of
his home planet
Tantooine
The Imperial
Falcon is drawn
into the Death Star
by tractor beam.

Darth and Luke
reconcile

Return of Obi Wan
as internalized
voice.

Luke becomes a Jedi

Luke becomes a
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(becoming
god-like)

riddles and becomes betrothed to
the Spirit of the Sun (96).

The ultimate
boon

"I'm a shadow in a land of
shadows no more. I'm Inuk, a man
now in his stride, I bring to my
people the Sun as my bride" (99).

Death Star destroyed

Want to bring Father back to life
from the ice (98)

"Luke, come on!"
Luke want to say to
avenge Obi-wan
Millennium Falcon

III: Return
Refusal to
return
The magic
flight

Descends (79) and ascends (99)
between the metaphysical world
and the harsh physical winter
world.
Rescue from The Spirit of Father cannot return
without
to the village with lnuk but his
"spirit will be reborn" in the frrst
grandchild (98).
Crossing the Inuk solves Sedna's final riddle
and changes from an ugly old hag
return
Threshold
into a beautiful young woman.
"How can you change like that?
It's you who has changed, not I"
(96).
"It's you who has changed, not I.
Master of
The better you understand and the
the two
braver you are, the more beautiful
worlds
I and all things shall be" (96). "O
beautiful Spirit of the Sun, your
frre makes me stronger than whale,
musk-ox and polar bear, your light
makes me happier than seal or
arctic hare" (99).
"You may go now, lnuk. And take
Freedom to
the Sun with you" (98).
live

hero rescuing Leia
- Tarzan Leap:
targeting enemy
fighters
Saves Leia and
R2D2 with plans of
Death Star

Han Solo refuses to
go back to Death
Star

Han saves Luke from Han Solo come
Darth
back to protect
Luke from fighters
Millennium Falcon
destroys pursuing
TIE fighters

Falcon escapes
exploding Death
Star

Victory ceremony

Recognition of Han
Solo and Luke by
assembled rebel
troops

Rebellion is
victorious over
Empire
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The Monomyth: Common Mythic Elements
The Hero with a Thousand
Faces
Two Worlds: mundane/
special
The Mentor
The Oracle
The Prophecy
Failed Hero
Wearing Enemy's Skin
Shapeshifter (the Hero isn't
sure if he can trust this
character)
Animal familiar
Chasing a lone animal into
the enchanted wood and
the animal gets away.

Inuk and the Sun

Physical World and
Metaphysical World
Father
Spirit of the Dream
you'll be a man soon ( 66)
Sea Monster
Whale disguise to foo 1
sharks (90)
The Spirit of the Wind

Seals and Musk-Oxen
The sly Arctic Fox tricks
lnuk and gets away.

Star Wars Origins: Joseph
Campbell and
the T-lero's Journex
Planetside and the Death Star
Obi-wan Kenobi
Yoda
Luke will overthrow the Emperor
Biggs
Luke and Han Solo wear
stormtrooper outfits
Han Solo

R2-D2, Chewbacca
The Millennium Falcon follows a
lone TIE fighter into range of the
Death Star
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I
Playwright Henry Beissel

Henry Beissel (pronounced By-sell) was born in 1929 in Cologne, Germany, and came to
Canada in 1951 via London, England. He is married to painter and translator, Arlette Franciere,
and has three children (two are Angellica and Myrna) (canadiantheatre.com). He attended the
University of Cologne from 1950-51 and the University of London in 1951. He studied English
literature at the University of Toronto and received his Baccalaureate in 1958. He received his
Masters of Art in 1960 and wrote his thesis on Henry Vaughan. In 1958 he received his first
award-the Epstein Award for Creative Writing and his latest, the German Walter-Bauer
Literaturpreis Award, in 1994 (Beissel, Evory, writersunion.ca/).
Beissel wrote a provocative poem in tribute to a fellow poet, Walter Bauer, who died of
cancer. Beissel the poet, pays a reflective homage to his friend as well as the path and journey of
all poets, who believe that the journey or process is more profound than the destiny or product.
Henry Beissel writes:
A poet's journey is what matters
Not his destination,
And the unfolding of the wonder
Of what he sees and hears
On his travels beyond the self,
Not any celebration
Of his own pomp and circumstance:
He must become his poems. (Garebian 2)
Beissel, literature professor, playwright, translator, critic, editor, and poet is enamoured
with the North. "He is regarded as a major representative of modern Canadian literature." Cantos

•
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North written between 1977 and 1987 "comprises twelve fairly long, single poems - in total
1700 lines ... " (Markus 1).
North my love north
where the earth stands firm
against the continental drift
and whirls the stars about us
like a frozen wheel of fire. (Markus 7)
It has been said that "Beissel finds [a] constant source of strength and renewal in the wonder of

our northland ... His epic, Cantos North, is the first to see it in its entirety, as a matrix which
binds the whole together in a national mythology" (writersunion.ca).
This poetic love and wonder of the North is also manifested in Inuk and the Sun which
had its original premiere at the Third Stage at the Stratford Festival in Ontario, Canada on
August 1, 1973, under the title of lnook and the Sun (Evory 52). The Chicago theatre critic found
it "as beautiful and magnificent as Homer" (writersunion.ca). The Citadel-on-Wheels, the
Edmonton based company, produced a touring production oflnook and the Sun in the fall of
1973 (uleth.ca). The Playwrights Co-op produced it in Toronto in 1974 (Evory 52). The
University ofLethbridge in Alberta produced it in February 1989 (uleth.ca). Inuk and the Sun
was translated by Arlette Franciere and toured France between 1991 and 1998. It has also been
translated into Bengali, German, Hebrew, Japanese, Mandarin, Polish and Spanish. It was made
into an opera, with the music by Wolfgang Bottenberg and the libretto by Beissel (LC 53). An
impressed reviewer who wrote about a 1996 student production of the opera in Seattle wrote:
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"It is truly a mystery and a tragedy that Bottenberg's two-act opera has been ignored by
professional companies. From the opening chorus, the listener is treated to sensuous music
reminiscent of Orff s Carmina Burana" (Black 1).
In 1996 Beissel retired from his position at Concordia University, Montreal, as
Distinguished Emeritus Professor of English. He lives near Ottawa and continues to write. He is
widely published and has over thirty titles to his credit (Penumbra Pressl ). Inuk and the Sun has
been translated into at least eight languages.
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Learning Goals For Students
Through the conservatory experience of acting, designing, building, rehearsing, and performing
Inuk and the Sun in less than four weeks the students ranging in age from eight to fourteen years
will:
•

Increase their knowledge and appreciation of dramatic art.

•

Increase their knowledge of the collaborative process of producing a play, through
director note sessions, character and text analysis and script breakdown of beats.

•

Increase their knowledge of heightened language.

•

Be introduced to Joseph Campbell's idea of the monomyth.

•

Be able to identify examples of Yin-Yang in the play and in their own lives.

•

Have a better understanding and appreciation oflnuit culture and a deeper love of the
North.

•

Increase their understanding and acceptance of their place in nature.

•

Learn to actively listen to others onstage through rehearsal techniques and improvisation.

•

Analyze and develop character, motivation, and conflicts using a written character
analysis, to reveal actor objectives and super objectives.

•

Collaborate with the designer in the creation of their costumes, mask, and puppets.

•

Practice positive communication skills with all members of the production, increasing
their interpersonal social skills.

•

Practice daily self-discipline and goal setting as they progress through the rehearsal
process.
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Performance DVD and ATY 2005 Summer Conservatory DVD
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Performance Warm-up on the Atwood Stage Photograph
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Production Journal
May 10, 2005 Ellensburg
Susan Stratton called to let me know that she couldn't work with me on the Inuk project because
she got another summer assistant director job offer that she couldn't refuse.
June 20, 2005 Alert Bay
Received in Wally's post office box a review we ordered for $3.00 Canadian-Dave Mabell's
review from the Lethbridge Herald about the University drama department's production of lno
and the Sun. The presentation was referred to as "black light drama." The "manipulators" were
in the foyer to receive the guests and to share Inuit artifacts and pre-contact Arctic games.
June 21, 2005
Spoke to Wes on the phone. He will mail corrected thesis part II to ATY in Anchorage. He will
arrive around 4pm on August 26. He was disappointed that Sue Stratton couldn't come to
Anchorage (me too).
June 22, 2005
List:
Yngvil
• Does A TY have a lighting designer to help me?
• Can the villagers be the onstage orchestra ... will Yngvil be music director?
• Need to use the trap door for being pulled under ice
• Can we get lnupiat choreographer-musician for the Caribou ritual and to learn pre-contact
games? How about pre-show games and demos in the lobby.
• Inupiat dialect coach for (Nerrivik or Sedna)?
• Arrange (maybe weekend) Field Trip: Alaska Native Heritage Center, Musk-Ox farm,
Sealife center?
• Did we pay for the rites to perform Inuk?
• Order Bread and Puppet Theatre Video
• Brother Bread and Sister Puppet
• By Jeff Farber
• Cheap Cinematography Productions
• PO Box 889
• Montpelier VT 05601
• Join the Puppeteer's of America Society (they will send videos from their library)
• Get the name and order the video on No/Kabuki/Bunraku Theater at C\VU-good octopus!
• Give Yngvil workshops that I want to teach:
• Color Collage & Theory for Design
• Rendering and Drawing for Design
• Mask Making
• Bunraku Puppetry
• Who is going to be able to handle the lead role ... start memorizing lines?
• Bunraku
• Large rod puppets
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•

• Shadow play
• PaperMask
Get my two heavy duty cardboard staplers (Tara)

June 26, 2005:
Finished up the seal and shark pages for image research book
June 27, 2005:
Need to go to photocopy shop in Vancouver to print off the script worksheets. Want to paste out
the script the way Wes explained in directing class, with the script on the left and numbers each
line of each page so that he can put blocking notes on each page.
June 28, 2005:
Didn't make it to copy shop. Will give that job to the ATY SM. Contemplated and sketched
possibilities for scenery for various sections on the flight from Vancouver to Anchorage.
June 30, 31, 2005:

Worked on portfolios. Read material from YngviL Attended the frrst staff meeting at "The
Corner." Terrified to see that I am not only the director but also the lighting, set, and designer.
Yngvil is my composer and sound designer, but she is overextended as the Director of the entire
summer conservatory producing eight productions in a month and overseeing the additional film
and technical conservatories. Mike the mask making teacher wanted to make plaster castings for
papier mache masks and I told them since we had only a one hour workshop session scheduled,
that we needed to think much simpler-such as folded and scored paper. Maybe Wally can put
together a computer slide show presentation of some of the masks from my CWU puppetry class
with Jim Hawkins. I think I have those masks on my website. No I don't have those on my
website ... but I can do a demonstration.
July 1, 2005 Friday:
Met with all the Alaska Theatre of Youth (ATY), my stage manager Eyvette Flynn, Buzz
(puppet master and fly) and ME Rebecca Johnson, Michael (masks) other people who "'1111 work

on Inuk. Attended CPR refresher course.
July 2, Saturday:
Called and left message for Sue Stratton. Consulted with Derek on phone about audition
techniques. Eyvette was a no-show at our production meeting. Ran into Mike (masks & puppet
instructor) and Abeku Hayes, (Dir. of Once Upon an lslan<l).
July 3, Sunday:
Consulted with Sue Raley about blocking and coming up to help. Consulted with Sue Stratton
about rehearsal schedule, should be able to block about ten pages per day. Designing set. Made
rehearsai schedule.
July 4 Monday-holiday:

Took Wally up to Flat Top. Produced Schedule calendar. Consulted with Sue Raley on phone
regarding blocking. Blocked Episode One.
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July 5 Tuesday:
Orientation at ATY and Auditions of 18 students. The cast was already pre-registered to be in
this play. After a warm-ups and a short conservatory introduction and orientation on the
discovery stage we held "auditions" along with the Shakespeare cast who are also in the
"advanced" conservatory. After lunch we were still scheduled for auditions and Brian Hutton
offered to work with the cast with an impromptu Improvisation class-. I asked him to work on
animals, elements, and movement. This gave me time to watch them work and get to learn their
names and think about casting. I am anxious to cast right away so they can start developing their
character, but I want to be very careful to find a good character match.
July 6 Wednesday:
Introductions of Team to cast and cast to each other. Movement class fur Inuk cast with Hedda.
Conducted paper mask making class on the stairs in the hall for Inuk cast (IC) with Michael.
Made French Scene Casting Chart and keep contemplating and re-assigning roles.
July 7, Thursday:
There is a morning Improvisation workshop for IC with Bryan. Scheduling meeting with
Eyvette and Wally, determined some deadlines. Gave cast their roles, did read througk Cast
members seem pleased with roles. Assigned homework of character analysis, journal writing,
portfolio development and poster designing.
July 8, Friday: Workshop on Auditioning for IC with Dick. Voice workshop for IC with Sibeth.
Discussed themes and characters with cast. Helped them with character analysis. Gave them
instructions about costumes, masks and puppets.
July 9, Saturday: Worked on set design and blocking for the first five episodes. Went to staff
party at Yngvil's. SM wanted to go to Alaska Native Heritage Center on Sunday.
July J 0, Continued blocking. Went to Alaska Native Center, sketched props, frozen seascapes,
costumes.
Consulted with Sue Stratton re intention and objectives with young people. Contacted Buzz for
help with shadov..- puppets h"l Episode 4.
July 11: Meet with each cast member to co~design his or her mask and costumes. Sent designs to
Tara to put on my website www.kariglass.com. Blocked first three episodes with cast.
July 12: Cast had acting class with Dick. Conducted movement class with cast. Had show and
tell with costumed that are done. Blocked four more episodes on Discovery stage. Had
production meeting with Buzz, Colin, Rebecca, Yngvil, Eyvette, and Wally, Scheduled follow up
meetings with Rebecca (lights), and Yngvil (sound). Forgot snow bag on scenery agenda.
July 13: Designed the rest of blocking. Voice workshop with Tineka. Talked to Buzz re snow
bag (who said "its no pr-oblem"). Met with Sarah Kleaver (Maddy's mom) who cannot commit to
being our wardrobe mistress but will pull costumes from ATY warehouse and take care of the
fir.ishing touches. Blocked seals and dogs.
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July 14: Did movement workshop with cast. Blocked Polar Bear fight. Blocked and rehearsed the
Caribou dance. Met with Rebecca about lighting: going to have a follow spot sun rise and set and
a follow spot Moon (this will eliminate two sun lit wagons and two flown in moons}, gave her a
list of the various light looks and showed her my color pages. Had meeting with Eyvette and
Wally to smooth out working relationships, Yngviljoin us towards end of meeting. We discussed
personnel shortage for Inuk. Yngvi!'s- goal as- the conservatory educationHt director is to "spread
the discontent equally between the various productions."
July 15 TGIF: The last day of the second week of advanced conservatory. Purchased materials
for costumes and props at Wal-Mart at 7:30 am (purple towel for musk ox, polar fleece for seals,
paints for the masks, they had no "fun noodles-tentacles for the Sea Monster, hula hoop for
Moon Spirit mask;' two hula hoops for drums.
9:30-11 :00: Make-up workshop with Colin Brown
• draped and made pattern for the "Seal" costumes.
• spoke with Sea Monster
• Moon Spirit wants to hide his head with a white bag-I'm not keen on this concept. Colin

did an1azing make-up design for the moon who complained that he was allergic to make-up
•
•
•
•

•
•

and that it burned his face so we washed it off immediately.
Told the cast to buy their own hidividual mascara
Dream Spirit make-up applied by Danielle is incredible
Sun Spirit makeup applied and designed by Danielle-incredible
Iceberg applied and designed by Danielle-good but should consider Yin-Yang asymmetry
Colin did natural for lnuk and aging for Mother and Father. Jt jg fine.
Sent Wally to "Liquidation World" for Sea Monster tentacles "Fun Noodles" (sold out) and

paint brushes.
11-12:30: Acting-Subtext Lesson: "Net Assets" with Dick Reichman-a very good class on
portraying intention and subtext with nonsense text.
12:30-1: Lunch ... bad forest fire downtown is gray with smoke. Car battery is dead ... got a jump
from Yngvil and Wally went to Home Depot to purchase tubular foam for Sea Monster tentacles
to give to Danielle to build over the weekend. SM Eyvette is often absent or tardy from
rehearsals. She is insecure because she has no theater skills but has a law degree and speaks well.
She has excuses for not completing SM tasks and for missing or being tardy to rehearsals and
meetings. When she does come she is disruptive and tries to direct I am concerned because she
is not dependable and she doesn't appear to know how to take blocking notes or call cues. She
doesn't understand stage directions or how stage protocol. Today at lunch Wally confronted her
and asked her directly, "are you going to be able to -call this show.'' She became very angry and
defensive and said "Yes, it is my jobP'
1-3:30: Rehearsal in Lobby 1-the penthouse: very loud with the roof construction
-listening and reacting
-character: introduce yourself in character ... with character interactions:
-who are you
-what are your goals
-what does your character want
-Do you have feet and what kind of shoes do you wear?
-Do you ever sleep and if so where did you sleep last?
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-Discovery Wardrobe Room: cast picks up their masks to take home to finish
3:30: conservatory assembly/ parents invited/ weekly video
-Met Shaw's mother Crystal (costume builder)
-met Skylar's parents and had a conference about bag on head moon look.
4:15: informal meeting with Colin about set
• unable to give Colin d.rafted plans or model
• the shop has made cardboard flats for the masked gr.ound row
• they built a two triangular raked platforms that will support the trap
• scratch flown in moon flats
• scratch sunlit wagons (LD will have two followspots)
• want to use the Julius Caesar 42" high up-left piatform (upstage of scrim) for:
• Raven's perch
• Sea Monster Cave
• Sedna's magical appearance in her court
July 16 & 17 weekend: Finished the Moon mask at home. Cut out all Seal costumes, finished
one, pirmed another. Started the Muskox mask. Purchased materials for costumes. Designed
Spirit of Ice costume. Consulted with Sue Raley on phone. I want to rent Old Sheep costume
from Charlotte s Web from Paulette Bond (costume shop manager) at CWU.
July 18: Did run through so SM could note all the blocking-she made it through the first 7
episodes. Rehearsal devoted to costume parade so that the SM could document progress.
Designed Shark masks. Met with Yngvil to design sound. Designed Shark costumes. Will pass
off construction to Tammy the prop mistress.
July l 9: Tues; Hired Rebecca ($200 cash) to do design lighting to be listed as "lighting
consultant." I want her to take it off my hands and I want her to be listed as the lighting
designer. Morning had cast run through the blocking of episodes 8, 9, and 10. Brian and I
workshoped movement for Moon, Raven, Sedna, Muskox, Fox, Seals. Hedda and I workshoped
movement on the Discovery Stage. Asked her to focus on Wind (Pulled Meagan out of tech
conservatory) and Moon. Rehearsal did a first run for lighting and sound designer. Yngvil
brought music to inspire. Asked actors to id three physicai characteristics that described their
intentions. Costume meeting with SM and TD. Designed Wind costume and Mukluk leg bands
for Father, Mother, and Inuk. Wally constructed Shark mask. Requested that the SM please
discipline the students so that I (the director) didn't have to be the "bad cop."
July 20: Sent e-mail to Paulette requesting Old Goat's costume. Gave scenery sketches to Colin.
Cast has movement wo1kshop with Hedda. Ran through first half of play and took extensive
notes. Megan, Max, and Joseph goofed off during Muskox herd scene. I got angry and expressed
my extreme disappointment with their horrible performance. Met with Eyvette--I'm very
disappointed that she can't discipline the cast or remind them to stay focused while I'm talking.
July 21: Thur day: Heard from Wes regarding his travel plans. Made model mukluk and cut and
prepped the others in order to pass it on to volunteer Bonnie, to finish. Hedda choreographed the
Wind's blow scene with the Raven, tv1oon, Inuk, and dead Father, bear, and dogs. Cast had
movement workshop with Hedda-mostly devoted to the Wind and lnuk. Hedda and I cut a
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hula-hoop and had the wind hoid the open ends in each hand. Hedda is brilliant and whips the
hoop around like a whirling eggbeater. When the wind enters the other characters, especially the
Raven~ will have a blown away reaction. Acting workshop with Dick. Took props and scenery
material to Opera workshop missed TD Collin. Cast parade through downtown Anchorage.
Organized costwnes on cart. Wally built sled using tape and corrugated cardboard. Gave notes to
cast and did run through, much improvement. Met with volunteer mother around more help with
costumes. Production meeting postponed-Yngvil (Sound) didn't know about it, Collin (TD)
was working at AO shop, Tammy not available, Rebecca was busy. Rebecca told me that she has
a cue iist from watching the run (but she had to leave early). Meeting with Eyvette set for 8 am
tomorrow.

July 22 Friday: SM Eyvette didn't make 8 am meeting. Met briefly with her later. Started work
on Sea Monster costume. Clean up with coaching in lobby 3. Y ngvil came in to play sound
motifs- which was very inspirational. First run through of play with out calling for lines took
1: 10 ( 1 hour and 10 minutes). Worked on Raven costume and mask. As usual Meagan is really
disruptive to the cast and her whining annoys me and she didn't even have her lines downpathetic. Sarah Kleaver dropped off Iceberg costume. Couldn't find cable for Sarah's sewing
machine. Julie said that it was left on the Julius Caesar's costume rack near the sewing machine.
Took home the Raven Boa and sewed it. Started shredding the plastic. Sue Raley arrived shortly
after midnight. Got to sleep around 2:30am.
July 23 Saturday: Susan, Wally and I spent all day (10-5) at Opera shop building and painting
set, props and masks. Brought home pieces for comers to work on. Picked up some material and
supplies at Wal-Mart. Received an email from Paulette Bon~she gave Wes the requested
costume pieces-the mantel and mittens from the Charlotte's Web '"Old Goat" which I want to
use for the "Old Musk-Ox." I started to build the HSea Monster Costmne."
July 24 Sunday: Helped load truck at Opera Shop. Consulted with Sue R. Engineered Sea
Monster's tentacles and costume. Soid tickets to friends at Ann's party.
July 25 Monday: Eyvette home sick. It is a relief not to have here around to dismpt rehearsals.
Sue watched run through in lobby ( didn't finish). The scheduled make-up instructor was noshow ... more time for IC rehearsal. Class with Hedda on the Atwood stage. Hedda spent half the
class working with Megan and the wind. Disappointed that we never got to the Wind's
"Directional Blow" scene. Worked on the Polar Bear fight choreography with Hedda as per Sue
and Kari's blocking changes. They look strong. Hedda demonstrated some fight rolls. We need
to be careful with the "spear throwing"--one nearly hit me sitting in the house! In afternoon,
moved raked platforms onto Atwood stage, cast-di-damn through for Susan while I assembled
costumes, props and scenery off stage right. m said that we couldn't have a lid on the seal hole
trap. I will work on the platform and trap tomorrow
July 26 Tuesday: SM Eyvette still home sick but will be in tomorrow. Morning rehearsal on
Atwood stage. Sue workshopped Moon and Dream scenes and did exercises with cast while I
worked on costumes and sets. Glued polar fleece triangles around the "seal hole" open trap for
masking. In afternoon Sue directed and I cut out icicles for set. Wes arrived, Sue and I went to
dinner (Taco King/Darwin's/Sak's). Wes brought the "Old Goat" costume that I designed for
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Charlotte's Web to use for my Muskox. In evening I made a coupie of examples of seaweed for
set, cut material so students could work on seaweed and dyed some costumes and fabrics. TD
Collin ... informed me that I needed to make arrangements to have the fly guy Buzz, available for
the tech rehearsal tomorrow ... I called Buzz-he'll be there.
July 27: Wednesday: SM Eyvette is still no show and no call. Yngvil called and left a message
for her to bring the show book and get to the theater ASAP. Sue Raley workshopped the cast in
the morning in lobby. I cut out Icicles from powder blue foam laminate high-grade subflooring
that Ann Sugrue donated-(8' x 28'} so I got two panels for a total of 56' to be gaffed taped to a
48' opening on Line Set 16 for my Great Hall of the Iceberg. Organized prop table with outlines
and organized costume rack for both sides of the stage. Tech set up in afternoon-Buzz flew the

pipes in and volunteers helped tape plastic panels to the batten. Did partial run through with Jake
as SM. Gave tech notes to new SM but didn't get to talk with the fly or lighting designer directly
as they were busy with responsibilities for other productions. Unfortunately this is our first time
working with their set on stage-we really need more stage time. This is our load in, tech, first
run through for SM, and only run through that is not in a found space. The scrim, upstage
platform and escape stairs, seaweed batten, and Ice Hall battens are a first time experience for
everyone! Offstage dogs need to remember when to do the offstage barking to motivate Inuk's
onstage crossing. The seals are bad. They can not hear the music to cue them and they are out of
tune. We need a monitor backstage and backstage cast has to sing to support the seals. Max is not
in character as a shark and has a big grin. Need more conflict between the sharks and seals.
July 28 Thursday: Continued technical rehearsal in morning. Weighted bottoms of flying plastic
fabric (Ice Hall) quickly during the tech rehearsal ... they weren't right but I have t-o do the run
through. Hung three pieces of ''seaweed." Jake is doing well getting up to speed to call the
show. \Ve could only work on loading tJ1e battens during the precious tech rehearsal because that
was the only time we had the fly-man available. Only got three pieces of seaweed tied onto the
batten with old monofilament. This is stressful! Requested that the seaweed pipe to be left flown
in to the deck so that I can finish hanging the "kelp" to the pipe in the morning. Tried to rehearse
on the Atwood stage in the afternoon. The children are not focused. I let them play theater games
to gain focus and then we rehearsed The Five Minute Inuk which is an adaptation of the play by
Wally Brant. All the actors are given a part (not their regular character). The narrator reads each
line and the children quickly act on the action. They love this activity and they did the fiveminute performance for the entire conservatory assembly on the Atwood stage. They really had a
lot of fun with this activity and it provided me with a much-needed break. It brought back some
enthusiasm and freshness to the performance task and it gave them insight and allowed them to
see how other actors interpreted their character . It helped them get a feel for a quick pace and
the entire play in a short five-minute sound bite.
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The Five Minute inuk and the Sun adapted by Wally Brant
Blustering wind, Raven cackles
Dogs bark,
Inuk is hungry and anxious to hunt.
Father says: Wait.
Inuk wants to find the Sun and bring her back.
Father warns Inuk not to mess with the Spirits.
The Spirit of the Moon buJJies and ridicules Inuk
Inuk brags and taunts the Moon
Father winces and apologizes for Inuk's behavior

Raven cackles
Moon splits.
Inuk and his father and mother praise and beg the Great Spirit of the Caribou for help.
Caribou graciously declines.
Raven cackles
Wind still howls.
Father waits, Inuk calls on the wild animals for help.
Northern lights appear, Inuk wants to joi.., them. Father reigns him in.
Inuk pleads for help from the Northern lights.
Wind blows full force.
Spirit of the Wind silences the \X/ind. Wants fnuk to follow her.
Inuk hesitates. Goes to sleep, has dream, more like nightmare of pending dangers.
Dogs surround a polar bear, wake up Inuk, who wakes up his father, they fight Polar Bear, Polar bear kills
Father and dog team, Inuk kills the po!ar bear.
Inuk mourns for Father.
Spirit of the Moon appears again and wheedles Inuk.

Spirit of the Wind tries to console fauk.
They each try to convince Inuk to follow them.
Inuk doesn't trust either of them and decides to trust his own strength.
Raven cackles.
Inuk, fatigued and hungry continues in search of the Sun.
The Spirit of the Moon continues to scoff at him.
A Muskox appears. and counsels Inuk and refers him to an Arctic Fox for directions to the Sun.
Inuk captures the Arctic Fox, who tricks him and runs off gleefully.
The Spirit of the Moon mock Inuk again.
The Spirit of the Wind and Moon have a rematch.
Inuk reprimands them, telling them to stop quarrelling.
Spirit of the Wind finally gives Inuk some good directions down a seal's breathing hole.
Frolicking Seals drag {nuk to the underwater cave of Sedna the ugly Goddess of the Sea.
She agrees to help Inuk find the Sun if he solves three riddles.
Inuk vacillates but with coaching from Sedna, and help from the seals Inuk escapes the Sea Monster.
Inuk tricks the sharks guarding the dazzling Great Hall of the Iceberg
He finds his frozen and dead Father and the Sun and the Spirit of the Ice
He solves the third riddle and discovers that Sedna is beautiful,
He accepts his Father death and becomes betrothed to the Sun
Inuk prepares to return along with the Sun to his village.
The Spirit of the Ice inadvertently cracks open the ice block, which releases the Sun.
All perform the happy dance at sunrise-dancing and celebration.
Raven cackles:
"Thus it was since time began" (100).
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July 29 Friday: Hung rest of seaweed ... had the cast all day untii the opening night performance
at 7 PM-Once Upon an Island. Candace Bell paid for all the students to attend the other
performances and did makeup for an of our shows. Wes and Sue Raley, WaHy, my parents, and
lots of friends are in the house for this opening performance. Good performance, both audience
and cast pleased. Su served a delicious banquet at Chinatown Restaurant for about 20. Left Wes
at Chinatown. I am very tired and fighting a cold and haven't been home since 7:30 AM. I have
to be back at ACP A at 11 AM tomorrow morning for our 1 PM performance.
We·s ' Critique for improvement:
• Cut the seals-they were atrocious
• Tighten the sagging cyclorama
• Make the Sea Monster at least twice as big
• Bad downstage blocking for Inuk.
• Should have immediately fired the disruptive SM
• Hire a good acting coach
• Close in the stage with tormentors and legs.
• Need more technical rehearsal-long scene changes

July 30 Saturday: Reviewed SM-Jake's notes and quickly gave notes after warm-up before
performance. Started iate-waiting for the tardy flyman. Heid the curtain and Buzz showed up.
SM Jake is handling Wilson (autistic ASM-backstage left) well on headset. He gets a little
chaotic backstage under pressure and I don't iike to have the cast spend their focus talcing care of
him. The cast is very accepting and protective of Wilson and they said they make sure he stays
calm so that he won't get noisy and out of control. Cast set up their own props but forgot to set
up caribou antlers and hula .h oop ''drwn" down stage right. SM Jake had Meagan bring them on
from stage right and Hunter exited stage left to retrieve them. DVD shot of this performance.
Sled was not preset with the polar fleece prop "animal fur." Inuk is suppose to use it for the
sleeping-dreaming business, wear it while fighting the polar bear, and use it to bury and cover
Father. lnuk had problems unhitching his harpoon line. Seals did not sing last song, they can't
hear music-need monitors. Covered well by giving "Sedna" clues from both sides of the stage.
July 31: Sunday: Last performance at 4 PM had cast called for 2:30 PM. Cast call is at 1:00. Cast
will frrst preset stage, than go to the Atwood stage for warm up. Next get into blacks and go to
make-up \Vith Candace in 123. Go to Atwood Stage for Hawka at 3:55. Cast is in good spirits,
functioning as a team. Another director, Abeku Hayes parked himself on stage left of Discovery
was talking loudly and was very distracting talking to the tech children, directly in front of my
prop tables. Wanted to deck him-he is never around to help with the cha.11geovers but is very
needy. Children in audience enhanced the acting that was not seen in previous performances.
Had pizza and candy gifts celebration after final performance. Island kids were in the Green
Room eating up the Inuk's pizza and grabbing th.e Inuk cast's gifts .. .I had to tell them that there
was only enough for the Inuk cast. Maya's mother purchased the Raven Boa Wings for $20 and
gave the cash to Janet. John Levy is Sheera's father-should have knmvn. There were some long
black out holds, sled wasn't preset for first entrance, lnuk needs to fall down the hole faster and
make a whoa or struggle sound. Jean and Bob attended all three performances and enjoyed them
all. Waiiy attended just about everything to do with Inuk since April Fool's! Looked for reviews
in the "Alaska Daily News" (local newspaper}--nothing. Loaded out.
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The Five Minute Inuk and the Sun adapted by Wally Brant
Blustering wind, Raven cackles
Dogs bark,
Inuk is hungry and anxious to hunt.
Father says: Wait.
Inuk wants to find the Sun and bring her back.
Father warns Inuk not to mess with the Spirits.
The Spirit of the Moon bullies and ridicules Inuk
Inuk brags and taunts the Moon
Father winces and apologizes for Inuk's behavior
Raven cackles
Moon splits.
Inuk and his father and mother praise and beg the Great Spirit of the Caribou for help.
Caribou graciously declines.
Raven cackles
Wind still howls.
Father waits, Inuk calls on the wild animals for help.
Northern lights appear, Inuk wants to join them. Father reigns him in.
Inuk pleads for help from the Northern lights.
Wind blows full force.
Spirit of the Wind silences the Wind. Wants Inuk to follow her.
Inuk hesitates. Goes to sleep, has dream, more like nightmare of pending dangers.
Dogs surround a polar bear, wake up Inuk, who wakes up his father, they fight Polar Bear, Polar bear kills
Father and dog team, Inuk kills the polar bear.
Inuk mourns for Father.
Spirit of the Moon appears again and wheedles Inuk.
Spirit of the Wind tries to console Inuk.
They each try to convince Inuk to follow them.
Inuk doesn't trust either of them and decides to trust his own strength.
Raven cackles.
Inuk, fatigued and hungry continues in search of the Sun.
The Spirit of the Moon continues to scoff at him.
A Muskox appears and counsels Inuk and refers him to an Arctic Fox for directions to the Sun.
Inuk captures the Arctic Fox, who tricks him and runs off gleefully.
The Spirit of the Moon mock lnuk again.
The Spirit of the Wind and Moon have a rematch.
Inuk reprimands them, telling them to stop quarrelling.
Spirit of the Wind finally gives Inuk some good directions down a seal's breathing hole.
Frolicking Seals drag Inuk to the underwater cave of Sedna the ugly Goddess of the Sea.
She agrees to help Inuk find the Sun if he solves three riddles.
Inuk vacillates but with coaching from Sedna, and help from the seals Inuk escapes the Sea Monster.
Inuk tricks the sharks guarding the dazzling Great Hall of the Iceberg
He finds his frozen and dead Father and the Sun and the Spirit of the Ice
He solves the third riddle and discovers that Sedna is beautiful,
He accepts his Father death and becomes betrothed to the Sun
Inuk prepares to return along with the Sun to his village.
The Spirit of the Ice inadvertently cracks open the ice block, which releases the Sun.
Happy dance at sunrise-dancing and celebration.
Raven cackles:
"Thus it was since time began" (100).
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July 29 Friday: Hung rest of seaweed ... had the cast all day until the opening night performance
at 7 PM- Once Upon an Island. Candace Bell paid for all the students to attend the other
performances and did makeup for all of our shows. Wes and Sue Raley, Wally, my parents, and
lots of friends are in the house for this opening performance. Good performance, both audience
and cast pleased. Su served a delicious banquet at Chinatown Restaurant for about 20. Left Wes
at Chinatown. I am very tired and fighting a cold and haven't been home since 7:30 AM. I have
to be back at ACP A at 11 AM tomorrow morning for our 1 PM performance.
Wes' Critique for improvement:
• Cut the seals-they were atrocious
• Tighten the sagging cyclorama
• Make the Sea Monster at least twice as big
• Bad downstage blocking for lnuk.
• Should have immediately fired the disruptive SM
• Hire a good acting coach
• Close in the stage with tormentors and legs.
• Need more technical rehearsal-long scene changes
July 30 Saturday: Reviewed SM-Jake's notes and quickly gave notes after warm-up before
performance. Started late-waiting for the tardy flyman. Held the curtain and Buzz showed up.
SM Jake is handling Wilson (autistic ASM-backstage left) well on headset. He gets a little
chaotic backstage under pressure and I don't like to have the cast spend their focus taking care of
him. The cast is very accepting and protective of Wilson and they said they make sure he stays
calm so that he won't get noisy and out of control. Cast set up their own props but forgot to set
up caribou antlers and hula hoop "drum" down stage right. SM Jake had Meagan bring them on
from stage right and Hunter exited stage left to retrieve them. DVD shot of this performance.
Sled was not preset with the polar fleece prop "animal fur." lnuk is suppose to use it for the
sleeping-dreaming business, wear it while fighting the polar bear, and use it to bury and cover
Father. Inuk had problems unhitching his harpoon line. Seals did not sing last song, they can't
hear music-need monitors. Covered well by giving "Sedna" clues from both sides of the stage.
July 31: Sunday: Last performance at 4 PM had cast called for 2:30 PM. Cast call is at 1:00. Cast
will first preset stage, than go to the Atwood stage for warm up. Next get into blacks and go to
make-up with Candace in 123. Go to Atwood Stage for Hawka at 3:55. Cast is in good spirits,
functioning as a team. Another director, Abeku Hayes parked himself on stage left of Discovery
was talking loudly and was very distracting talking to the tech children, directly in front of my
prop tables. Wanted to deck him-he is never around to help with the changeovers but is very
needy. Children in audience enhanced the acting that was not seen in previous performances.
Had pizza and candy gifts celebration after final performance. Island kids were in the Green
Room eating up the Inuk's pizza and grabbing the Inuk cast's gifts .. .I had to tell them that there
was only enough for the Inuk cast. Maya's mother purchased the Raven Boa Wings for $20 and
gave the cash to Janet. John Levy is Sheera's father-should have known. There were some long
black out holds, sled wasn't preset for first entrance, lnuk needs to fall down the hole faster and
make a whoa or struggle sound. Jean and Bob attended all three performances and enjoyed them
all. Wally attended just about everything to do with lnuk since April Fool's! Looked for reviews
in the "Alaska Daily News" (local newspaper}--nothing. Loaded out.
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INUK AND THE SUN by Henry Beissel, Anchorage Center for the Performing Arts,
Alaska Theatre for Youth, Anchorage, Alaska.
Viewed Friday night, July 29, 2005
Directed by Kari Glass, in partial fulfillment of the requirements for the degree, Master of
Arts in Theatre Production
INUK AND THE SUN is among the ..mature" group of children's plays. At one
point there are five deaths within one minute. As strange as it may seem however, the
story is not a grim one. lnuk, a young Inuit boy seeks the sun to save his village by
making food grow and the animals return. On his journey he meets many strange
characters but eventually finds the sun and takes her back home with him. An audience
of about 400, both children and adults, saw the performance I attended and absolutely
loved it.
Kari has created a lovely production. With a budget of only $500 from the
summer conservatory program at the arts center, she created an ice set, an underwater set,
wonderful costumes, masks, weapons, and an extremely colorful final scene with the sun,
ice columns, and northern lights. The overall ·'look" is fetching, and the technical
production is strong in most ways. Supported by her staff (comnnmity professionals,
friends and students), the production is made to fit the lovely 500 seat Performing arts
Center prosceniwn stage. The action flows very nicely. In fact, the pacing is one of the
real strengths of the production. This is aJl the more admirable when we realize that the
oldest cast member is fourteen.
My comments about the quality of the show are based on comparison to similar
master's thesis productions around the country.

Of considerable importance for this play is the ability of the director to draw
truthful performances from the actors. This is a huge task in children's theatre offered by
children. Two of the actors are especially real and believable- Hunter Woofter and Mya
Dale - but all of the young performers are headed in the right direction. Each is working
for a character, using the stage properly, projecting (I heard every word!) and seems to be
enjoying every minute of it.
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Kari' s overall design and technology for the production is strong and appropriate,
which is not surprising as Kari is a strong designer. Together with Kari 's lovely sets, and
especially the underwater set, a basic lighting plot is by Rebecca Johnson (I wish the
lighting made a greater contribution), excellent sound design is by Yngvil Gultu, and
Kari designed her own costumes and masks. Stage management is by Juke Falldorf and
Eric Johnson. The physical production supports the play and the actors in the most
necessary and helpful ways. The settings create fine environments for the action, and for
these young actors. The people who worked on props should take a bow, as these are
well selected or built and add to the authenticity of the period. The use of their masks is
especially creative and works.
The floor plan is exceHent and allows the director to move actors around
gracefully, which she does, creating many lovely pictures. Overall, the environment is
quite workable for this production.
There are some difficulties. Inuk is blocked downstage much of the time and
often has to work with actors behind him. The sharks and seals didn't really work for
me, there's an W1Decessary delay in the action just before the final scene, but that
problem is probably fixed, the backdrop is not stretched properly, the fox could be cut or
rethought, somebody forgot to tie the rope to the harpoon, the seals song was the low
point of the production and should have been rethought. I wanted a much larger monster
at the end - ten or twelve feet high!
Most of the actors need specific training in end of line support as, for the most
part, lines are delivered with falling inflections. Actors also need to work on avoiding the
stressing of pronouns and question marks on questions. But these are techniques that can
be learned.
Kari's skills include creation of a wonderful musk ox, a commanding raven, a
lovely goddess and wann sun, an excellent sense of tempo and energy, which the show
has, and for the most part the elimination of "let's pretend," the nemesis of amateur
theatre. There's none of that, and this draws a great bravo! from me. The curtain call is
lovely. Also, except for some overdone downstage use, the staging is crisp and
motivated. Kari knows what she's doing, especially in design, and this production leaves
no doubt about that.

of

And all this was accomplished in a three.week rehearsal period when Kari had
the actors only a few hours per day. The rest of the day they attended classes and other
activities as part of the Alaska Theatre for Youth summer program.
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I enjoyed the evening; the beautiful arts center and friendly people, was pleased to
see lots of volunteers helping, liked the publicity that was widespread in the community,
enjoyed the program, and fowid the experience overall first-rate. Thanks for the lovely
evening.
Sincerely,

Wesley Van Tassel, Ph.D.
Professor
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Self Evaluation
Can a first-time director and a group of talented children turn out a great production in
spite of limited time and resources?
Working with a not-for-profit children's theater arts organization has both drawbacks and
advantages. The children are, for the most part, eager and highly motivated which may have
helped to offset my shortcomings as a novice director. One unique challenge of directing and
designing for the Alaska Theatre of Youth Summer Conservatory (ATYSC) is that six
productions shared a single performance and rehearsal stage, all jockeying for the limited time,
space, and resources to block, rehearse, and load in the various productions. In addition, two
more ATYSC productions were also being rehearsed and performed simultaneously in the small
black box theater located within the Alaska Center for the Performing Arts (ACP A). These eight
ATYSC productions all shared only one extremely competent technical director-Colin
Brown-and one seasoned production manager-Janet Stoneburner. The efficient lighting
designer-Rebecca Johnson-was also shared and had additional responsibilities to teach and
supervise the young crew to safely build sets, hang lighting instruments, focus, and operate a
light board. There was little if any time for collaborative consultations, refinements or
complicated design ideas, and my extensive image and color research preparation became an
accessible design resource tool for quick and concise visual communication. It never occurred to
me in the initial planning stage that there would be so little time, space, or opportunities for all
the various aspects of a stage production. The immense challenge of directing, designing, and
building lnuk and the Sun was an in-depth learning experience. The young cast and I were
constantly reminded that the art process is a journey upon a convoluted path rather than a straight
and narrow avenue to a final destination.
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Overall, I was pleased with the production: the costumes, the masks, the minimal but
versatile set, the evocative lighting, the very young but hard-working and intelligent actors, and
the incredible original and professional sound score provided by our multi-tasking ATYSC
Director Yngvil Vatn Guttu. Although catastrophe seemed to loom at every turn, the young cast
and crew were tenaciously determined to overcome all obstacles. They rose to the occasion and
took the challenges in stride as an opportunity for creative growth and safe experimentation.
Problems were examined and triggered resourceful and inspired creative solutions providing the
cast, crew and me with a solid unified sense of community, group confidence, and a cohesive
interdependent bond.
Being new to the ATYSC some of the protocol was unfamiliar, such as being assigned a
pre-selected cast and discovering in the middle of auditions that I did not have any say in the cast
selection. The "audition" on the first day of conservatory was actually a group casting audition
for the pre-registered eighteen-person pre-assigned cast. Fortunately, there were several young
actors who could have given an authentic performance for any of the parts; however, there were
some that had little experience or aptitude for any part. Cast members frequently missed a
number of rehearsals due to conflicting music lessons, soccer practice, Bible camp, vacation
trips, illness, family emergencies, and other obligations (three eventually dropped out
completely).
At the initial pre-conservatory staff meeting, it became apparent that I was listed as the
only sceneographer for this production and would be responsible for designing, building and
painting all of the sceneographic elements, as well as the lighting hang and focus. Each
production was assigned two paid adult supervisors-the director and a stage manager. In
addition, as requested, our production team had been assigned a skilled professional composer
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and sound designer. I immediately lobbied the ATYSC staff for more assistance while
attempting to recruit designers and technicians who were already over-extended with other stage
productions. The alleged stage manager had no theater experience, was incapable of supporting
the production in other capacities, and rarely showed up for blocking rehearsals or production
meetings, and ultimately deserted her final responsibilities leaving us to scramble for a
replacement. Jake Falldorf, stepped in as an unpaid sixteen year-old more-than-capable student,
constructed the show cues during the brief technical rehearsal and did a superior job of cold
calling all three shows with two young inexperienced assistants.
Three of the productions, including Inuk and the SY!:!, not only shared the same stage but
also the same date rotation for the three performances. Much of the stage machinery for Inuk and
the Sun was predetermined by the demands of the other advanced conservatory productions, such
as the placement and focus of the lighting battens and wing booms, placement of the cyclorama
and two scrims, and the placement of legs and border masking. Sets were quickly loaded in and
out between each performance and stored on and off stage. One of the large platforms from
another production was stored onstage, upstage of the scrim, which permitted a much needed
stage level change transforming from a perch for the raven, a throne room for Sedna, to an
underwater cave for the sea monster.
I intended to create scenic drops with inexpensive plastic painter's drop sheets.
Unfortunately, this material did not meet the ACP A fire proofing safety standards. Instead
parents and friends were requisitioned to donate and provide found objects while the ATYSC
technical director was able to purchase six small rolls of beautifully colored plastic that was
flame retardant. Loading the pipes with the scenic drops became problematic as we only had
access to the fly rail when a union and house qualified fly man was on duty, and we were not
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allowed in the venue after conservatory hours. I lead a small crew of inexperienced parent
volunteers to quickly load the pipes with the goods during my precious one opportunity for
technical rehearsal.
It was an enormous joy to work with these dedicated young actors. Maya Dale had the
pivotal role of the Raven. This character recited poetry to open and close the play, foretelling the
production's Yin-Yang concept. Due to the severe shortage of resources and time a shredded and
feathered garbage bag with thirty yards of fluffed tulle, was used to make a corpulent boa-wing
costume rather than using a large parade puppet. Although Maya entirely missed the second
week of the conservatory, she was very focused and took all of her roles very seriously, always
asking for criticism and correction. She designed and helped to build her mask out of a recycled
cardboard box. As a vital supporting character, she always followed through with her actions and
she never broke character. This thirteen-year old was the most inexperienced stage performer yet
ultimately gave the strongest performance and the most commitment. Hunter Woofter was also
amazing to work with. Extremely curious, talented, smart, and motivated, he had the demanding
lead role oflnuk. At the first cold reading he out-read every part, and although he would have
made a motivated Spirit of the Moon, there was no other actor who could have taken this
demanding lead role. Except for a couple of short moments, he was onstage throughout the entire
production. This may have been too much to ask from him, as his final performances lacked the
freshness of his initial cold readings. In the future I will be more cautious to protect my actors
from rehearsal fatigue and burnout.
The extensive investigations into the given circumstances and lives of Arctic peoples
provided insight and many rich analogies to help relay the gravity of facing starvation in the
harsh winter landscape. The cast was asked to realize their precarious position-that their entire
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village was facing the likely probability of dying from starvation after consuming all of their skin
clothing. This impressed and motivated these young actors into a sincere and believable
performance.
Many of the costumes, masks and personal props provided character motivation and
physical business. The Raven, Spirit of the Moon, Spirit of the Caribou, Polar Bear and Muskox
all held masks that kept their hands occupied and their body actions engaged in their character.
The muskox herd was not fully motivated or recognized until they received handfuls of bubble
gum to chew-this added an inspired and humorous dimension to their delivery.
As the mask and puppetry instructor, I used class time for character development in
conjunction with mask and costume design preparation. Each met with me individually to
discuss their character work, action verbs, descriptive adjectives, and drawings. Some of the cast
had their own drawings and had parents build or acquire their costumes. For most, I would
design and sketch their costume while questioning them about their characters. This was a
valuable collaborative experience for everyone.
In the end, when I had to ignore the cast and essentially become the technical director,
they were self-sufficient and found tasks and occupied themselves with creative theater
exercises. I was very proud of them for the way they supported each other, learned to cover each
other during rehearsal and performance, and went out of their way to be tolerant and inclusive of
everyone including an autistic child who became an assistant stage manager. They had no
stagehands or adult leadership, so these young teens took on the role of backstage chaperons for
the younger children. Like Inuk, they had to learn about patience, discipline, and finding their
place in nature and their culture. Ayorama! What will be will be.
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. C E AGAIN, /uY SHINES WITH NEW CLASSES, NEW TEACHERS
AND NEW IDEAS! ALONG WITH OUR SPECTACULAR SELECTION
OF SHOWS, WE HAVE PROVIDED A TOTAL OF 7 CLASSES TO ADD
AND AID THIS SUMMERS CONSERVATORY. THIS YEARS FESTIVALS
DISPLAY THE PERFORMERS IN SKILLS MORE REFINED, VOICES
PROJECTED LOUDER AND TALENTS MORE SPECTACULAR.

ATY TEACHERS
= DIRECTOR OF

ADMIN. STAFF

A PERFORMANCE

Chandler Braley

Yngvil Guttu -Conservatory Director

Nick Bringold

Janet Stoneburner -Conservatory Production Manager

Michael Fawcett
Eyvette Flynn
*Kari Glass

Calista Gaddis-Hayes- Administrator, Graphic Designer

*Lissa Graham
Heather Griffin

Teresa Scott-Box Office, Tech.

Sally Jungreis -Adm in. Assist., Box Office Assistant
Janis Tomaganuk-Administrative Assistant

Ursula Gould
*Abeku Hayes

ARTISTIC & SUPPORTIVE STAFF

Sibeth Hoff
*Kylene Hurley
Brain Hutton

Scott Baker
Candace Bell

Rebecca Johnson

Laura Bleicher
Collin Brown

aulJones
·1y Kurn

Julie Christyn
Joshua Cuddy
Jed Dixon
Erik Hayden
Mary Herter
Thomas Higgins
Margaret Hugi Lewis
Buzz Schwall
Tammy Sitar
Matt Smith -LX Design
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The Rasmuson Foundation
The Law Offices of Aglietti, Offret and Woofter
Beautiful Botique, Salon, Cafe
The Anchorage Concert Association
Candace Bell
Municipal Light and Power
Price Busters Inc.
Anchorage East Rotary Club
Support Services of Alaska, LLC
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Alyeska Resort
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WHEN I CHOSE 'JULIUS CAESAR'
FOR SUMMER CONSERVATORY
I EXPECTED A CAST OF ABOUT 20 WITH AT LEAST
A HALF DOZEN YOUNG MEN. AS YOU WILL SEE,
OUR 'CAESAR' IS SET IN THE FEMALE DOMINATED
SOCIETY OF ROME-A CULTURE OF AMAZONS.
A CAST OF 8 YOUNG WOMEN AND 1 YOUNG
MAN TAKE US THROUGH SHAKESPEARE'S
TALE OF )ULIUSCAESAR'S ASSASSINATION
AND THE POWER STRUGGLE THAT
FOLLOWS. MOST OF THE CAST WILL
BE PLAYING MULTIPLE PARTS, SO
COSTUME ACCESSORIES WI LL HELP
DENOTE CHARACTER CHANGES.
THIS PRODUCTION HAS BEEN
CREATIVE AND EXCITING EVE RY
STEP OF THE WAY, AND I AM
EXTRAORDINARILY PROUD OF
THIS CAST AND CREW
FOR WHAT WE HAVE
ACCOMPLISHED IN
THREE SHORT WEEKS.
THAN KS TO ALL
WHO HELPED- ATY
SUMMER CONSERVATORY
MADE THIS PRODUCTION
POSSIBLE.
PAUL SCHWEIGERT
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A great deal of collaboration has gone into this production of
Henry Beissel's lnuk and the Sun. During the Conservatory, the
cast des[gned their own costumes and masks: these colorful
and creative costumes were produced with the assistance of
staff and parents. Teachers and volunteers, coming from
as far away as Norway, Canada and California, contributed
eir expertise, advice and support to the choreography,
mask and puppet making, acting, movement, voice
training, scenery and lighting design for this play. In
addition to the professional and formal activities
of the staff, their informal interaction with each
other and the cast has resulted in a production
of lnuk and the Sun of which we all can be
proud. I thank you all, and especially
Yngvil Vatn Guttu and ATY for providing
me the opportunity to direct this play
which is a requirement for my MA
in Theatre Production from Central
Washington University. Special thanks
to Sue Raley, Wally Brant, Susan Stratton,
Tina Barrigan, Derek Lane, Wesley Van
Tassel, Scott Robinson, Paulette Bond,
Jim Hawkins and the entire
CWU Theatre Department.
Kari Glass
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APPENDIX A: COSTUME DESIGN
Raven
Inuk / Father / Mother
Spirit of the Caribou
Spirit of the Moon and Spirit of the Wind
Spirit of the Dream and Sea Monster
Sled Dog and Polar Bear
Muskox and Arctic Fox
Seals and Sedna
Sharks and Spirit of the Ice
Spirit of the Sun
APPENDIX B: SET DESIGN
Village Iglu at Sunset and Sunrise
Cold Arctic Moon and Pack Ice
Northern Lights
Under the Ice and into the Sea
Under Water Guarded Gate of the Great Ice Hall
Inside the Great Ice Hall
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